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ABSTRACT 
The Effects of Artificia l Destratification 
On Water Quality in Hyrum Reservoir 
by 
John W. Gill, Master of Science 
Utah State University, 1979 
Major Professor: D. B. Porcella 
Department: Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Hyrum Reservoir , Utah, was studied for one year during an artificial 
destratification project. Previously Drury et al. (1975) had studied 
Hyrum Reservoir for one year of stratified and one year of destratified 
conditions. The redistribution of dissolved oxygen to the hypolimnion 
significantly changed conditions for chemical and biological activities 
in the lower depths of the reservoir. The Aphanizomenon bloom increased 
with each year of destratification. The reservoir was changed by de-
stratification so as to be suitable habitat for trout on a year round 
basis. Aerobic condi tions prevented iron from being released from the 
sediment into the aqueous phase . In summary the water quality of Hyrum 
Reservoir was highly affected by algal blooms, the interaction of bottom 
sediments with overlying waters especially in conjunction with spring 
and fal l overturn, and the impact of ma terials and water flow from the 
Little Bear River. 
( 114 pages) 
INTRODUCTION 
Nature of Problem 
A massive summer season blue-green algal bloom occurs in Hyrum 
Reservoir, Utah. This causes esthetic and water quality problems to 
those using the reservoir. These esthetic problems have reduced the 
use of the reservoir for swimming, water skiing and fishing. Consequent -
ly destratification was applied to Hyrum Reservoir in May of 1973 to 
April of 1974 (Drury et al., 1975) and as described in this thesis, March 
1974 through April 1975 to observe its effects on these problems. The 
first phase of this project (Drury et al ., 1975) described the effects 
of destratification on nutrients and microorganisms. The second phase 
(this thesis) further assesses the effects of destratification on 
nutrients and quantitatively on algae. 
Artificial destratification is being increasingly used in attempts 
to improve water quality and control eutrophication. Most of the de-
stratification efforts are being conducted by public water supply utili-
ties in efforts to improve reservoir water quality for culinary purposes 
(AWWA, 1971). At present artificial destratification is being conducted 
without a complete understanding of the process or its effects on the 
waters (Lorenzen and Fast, 1977). Whether or not destratification can 
control algal growth and other effects of eutrophication is still a 
question. The effect of artificial destratification on biological and 
physical parameters must be understood if this process is to be effective-
ly used in the control o f wa ter quality . 
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The objective of this research wa s t o assess the use of a rt ificial 
des tratification as a means of controlling e utrophic a tion and managing 
reservoir wate r quality . This objective was achieved by measuring the 
following variables at different depths in a wate r column of the r ese r voir 
during the year of artifirial destrat i fication : pH, t emp e r a ttlr e , di sso lved 
oxygen, phosphorus, chlorophy ll ~· pheophytin, transparency (Secchi disc), 
hardnes s , calcium , s uspended so lici s and iron concent r ations . Because iron 
in fl uences phosphorus availability , spec i al a ttention wa s foc used on i ron. 
THE ROLE OF DESTRATIFICATION ON EUTROPHICATION 
AND WATER QUALITY 
Algal Blooms in Hyrum Reservoir 
Hyrum Reservoir has had an eutrophication problem caused by an 
Aphanizomenon bloom since the early 1960's. County Commissioner ~~rion 
Olson in 1973 mentioned that this was when he first remembered the algal 
bloom starting (D. D. Drury, personal communication). Rich (1960) 
studied Hyrum Reservoir during 1958 and 1959 and concluded that an anaero-
bic hypolimnion and a warm epilimnion provided marginal habitat for trout . 
The eutrophic condition of the reservoir probably contributed to the an-
aerobic hypolimnion. 
As eutrophication became more apparent due to massive algal blooms, 
more studies were conducted on the reservoir. Green (1971) characterized 
Hyrum Reservoir as highly eutrophic with an average total organic carbon 
concentration of 4.6 ~ 1.5 mg/1. He observed the maximum algal bloom of 
0.371 g/m2 in September. Schmalz (1971) studied the distribution of 
phosphorus in the sediments of Hyrum Reservoir. He found the highest 
concentrations of phosphorus in the deepest part of the reservoir. He 
also concluded that the phosphorus was in a predominately organic fo r m. 
Murray (1972) concluded that the Aphanizomenon bloom occurred after the 
start of the fall overturn. He found that prior to the fall overturn 
the highest concentration of Aphanizornenon was found at a depth of five 
meters. 
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Hinshaw (1972) indicated that I.Jhite 's Trout Farm effluent into the 
Little Bear River led to a deterioration of water quality in the receiv-
ing water. Luce (1974) found that 61 percent of the phosphorus entering 
Hyrum Reservoir during the spring, summer and fall came from White's 
Trout Farm. 
Drury et al., (1975) studied Hyrum Reservoir for a two year period; 
year one was a baseline study, the other followed initiation of artificial 
destratification. Destratification was accomplished by pumping air to 
the bottom; the rising bubbles caused an air lifted current from the 
bottom to the surface. Destratification along with annual runoff and 
spring and fall overturns all affec ted the water quality in the reservoir. 
His specific results will be compared with my results later in this 
thesis. Cowan et al. (1976) studied the iron dynamics in a gas - water-
sediment microcosm which utilized Hyrum Reservoir sediments and water. 
He showed that the nitrogen concentration affected the iron concentra-
tions with the additional factors of light and nutrient concentration 
controlling the final results. 
Control of Algal Blooms by Destratification 
In looking for ways to help remedy some of the problems brought on 
by eutrophic conditions, artificial destratification is being tried in 
many areas (AWWA, 1971; Ridey et al., 1972; Lorenzen and Fast, 1977). 
Many municipal water supply reservoirs have reported having algal and/or 
taste and odor problems. By destratifing a reservoir and reducing an-
aerobic conditions, troublesome concent rations of iron, managanese and 
sulfides can often be reduced or essentially eliminated. 
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~~ny hypotheses have been advanced as to why artificial destratifi-
cat i on might control algal growth. One hypothesis i s that mixing 
(d cs tratification) causes t he a l gae to be limited by the <Jmount 
of light received Lorenzen and Mitchell (1973) believed that when an 
algal bloom had been controlled, a nutrient limited bloom was replaced 
by a light limited bloom. Their theoretical development on the effects 
of artificial destratification on algae production in impoundments was 
based on the aseumption that algae were completely mixed throughout the 
water column. Knoppert et al. (1970) concluded, in a series of destrati -
fication experiments in the Netherlands, that the depth of the l ake in 
relation to the optical characteristics of the water affected algal 
communities . 
It was suggested by Shapiro (1973) that the availability of carbon 
dioxide determined the composition of the algal community. From the re-
sults of his experiments he concluded that the addition of carbon dioxide 
and redistribution of nutrients, or lowering the pH, allowed green algae 
to dominate over blue-green algae. He then stated that artificial de-
stratification was analogous to adding carbon dioxide and nutrients . 
Nutrient limitation from artificial destratification has been sug-
gested as a means of algae control . Porcella et al . (1972) predicted 
that aerobic conditions in the hypolimnion would increase the rate of 
transfer of phosphorus to the sediments. Hypolimnetic aeration in Lake 
Waccubue, New York decreased the amount of phosphorus found in the water 
and increased the conversion rate of NH4+ to N03- (Garrell et al., 1972; 
Anonymous, 1973). However the exten1al sources of the nutrients over-
whelmed the system so that the algae were still not limited by nutrients. 
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Lorenzen et al. (1975) mentioned that destratification increased 
the oxida tion conditions in the system. Ferraris et al. (1977) concluded 
that bydes tratifying a reservoir, the oxygen content of the waters in-
creased and algae were mixed throughout the water column. These condi-
tions allowed for an increased number of macroinvertebrates . 
Iron in an Aqueous System 
It is difficult to try and separate biological activity from chemi-
cal and physical reactions in natural ecosystems. Frequently it takes 
only small changes in the environment to cause significant changes in 
biological parameters. Certain physical and chemical variables are 
usually used as indicators of the environmental conditions. Among those 
variables used in judging the quality of water is iron (EPA, 1976). 
Iron is a major component of the earth ' s crus t, and plays important 
roles in water quality and limnological transformations. Although iron 
is not very soluble, its significance can be accounted for since it is 
involved in many of the important chemical reactions. Iron transforma-
tions are influenced by natural components of water such as oxygen , 
phosphate, silicate and organic color (Morgan and Stumm, 1965). 
The solubility of Fe (Ill) in natural waters is generally governed 
by the solubility of ferric hydroxide. Therefore the solubility rela-
tions of various soluble ferric complexes show that at common pH ranges 
the equilibrium iron concentration cannot exceed 1 ~g/1. This does not 
correspond with conditions found in most natural water systems . 
However, it is difficult to distinguish between dissolved and sus-
pended iron, especially ferric hydroxide. The size of ferric hydroxide 
particles varies with the pH of the solution, with the diameter being 
0 
as small as 100 A. 
The pH also determines the type of complex that Fe (III) forms. 
Under slightly acid conditions pure FeP04 precipitates while under neu-
tral or slightly alkaline pH, ferric precipitates with Po4- 3 and OH-
in variable proportions. The molar ratio of OH- to Po4-3 in the preci-
pitate will increase with increasing pH and will be roughly proportional 
to the (OH-) 3/(P04-3) ratio in solution. Mos t phosphate will be preci-
pitated by Fe (III) immediately after circulation (Morgan and Stumm, 
1965). An oxidized mud surface does not merely hold phosphate but pre-
vents diffusion of phosphate and Fe (II) from deeper layers in the mud. 
Ferrous iron is a lways in excess and when oxidized to ferric, precipi-
tates all the phosphate (Hutchinson, 1959). 
Mortimer (1974) studied chemical exchange between sediments and 
water in the Great Lakes and showed the same r elationships . He found 
that as the oxygen concentration in waters overlaying the bottom de-
creased below one mg/1, first managanese and then iron was released. 
Complexed phosphate was released along with ammonia and silica with 
microbial sulfate reduction occurring somewhat l a ter. 
Iron will be observed in this research to further evaluate the 
effects of low energy destratification on Hyrum Reservoir. The circula-
tion of waters from the bottom to the surface , the redistribution of 
oxygen, phosphate concentrations, and pH gradient will all have their 
effect on iron concentrations. 
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METHODS AND MATERIALS 
Reservoir Description 
Hyrum Reservoir is an irrigation supply reservoir having the 
characteristics listed in Table 1. It is located one mile southwest of 
Hyrum (Figure 1) in northern Utah. The South Cache Valley Waters Users 
Association regulate the irrigation water. The irrigation water is 
drawn from a deep water outlet gate. Approximately 90 percent of the 
flow through the dam enters from the Little Bear River (Luce, 1974). 
The highest recorded runoff (126 x 106 m3) occurred in 1972 (further 
data in Appendix A) . Storage is facilitated by the use of 12 foot 
radial gates on the spillway. The gates are closed and remain so until 
the water level drops below the crest of the spillway, usually in late 
August. Although the gates are closed during the summer , a sn~ll flow 
is maintained downstream from the dam. The reservoir then remains at an 
essentially constant elevation from September through April. 
Destratification 
The research period desc ribed in this thesis extended from March 
1974 through April 1975. Drury et al. (1975) studied the reservoir from 
1972 to 1973 with no destratification and from 1973 to 1974 with destrati-
fication. Destratification started the first of March, 1974. The com-
pressor operated 16 hours a day through July 15, 1974 and then for 24 
hours per day. During July 18 to the 22 the main aerator pipe broke 
and the system was shut down and the pipe repaired . After October 13, 
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Table 1. Physical characteristics of Hyrum Reservoir (from Drury et al ., 
197 5) . 
llyrum Rcservou 
S10ragc Be~~~ 
CapaCJI) 
Maximum Level 
At SpiJI WJ\ 
Max1mum Depth 
Maximum Level 
At SpiJIWJ) 
Surface Area 
Maximum Level 
i\ t Spillwa) 
Avc ra!!C Dept h 
Maxunum Level 
At Spillw:l\ 
Average Jnnm\ 
Avera ~e Re sidence Tnnc (Volumc /A\'c Ja cc In flo\\ 1 
Max1mum Leve l 
At Spi!lw;]v 
Wat e rshed Arc: ' 
Scale I em = 1~0 tnl..'ft:;::. 
21. 1 X I 06 Cubtc Meters ("' 18.700 adt) 
;0.;' 10• Cu bic Me ters ("' i3.300ac·ft) 
"'1 ~. l ,:.! r.: ( :=:-:7f:l fe r ! I 
I } ~h: lt'T ~ (~0~ !CC I/ 
194 Hectares("' 485 Acres ) 
I ~3 I k c t:Hcs (~ 43 3 Acres) 
11.9 ~lcters ("' .19 fee t 1 
<J 4 M e ters (~ 3 1 feet I 
00 x 106 Cubic Meters/ Yr ((>5 .000 ac·ft/y r) 
'~ IJ.r \ 
-9 Ua~ ·. 
570.oon ll cct.nc ~ ( ~ 1.400.000 ancs) 
) J,., 
~;:;:~:. :~" ,!,, 
Hyrum Resevo1r 
l. r1a p oJ Hyrum Reservoir showing Sdmple sites and l oca tion of 
dJffusPr (from Drury et al ., 1 97 ~) . 
lO 
1974 the compressor was operated 12 hours a day until November 20, 1974 
when the destratification portion of the research was terminated. 
The air compressor was located in a utility building 100 meters 
west of the dam (Figure 1). The compressor (2 5 horsepower) produced 
0.0472 cubic meters per second (100 C.F.M.). The air was carried 150 
meters to the waters edge by 5.08 centimeter (2 inch) I. D. plastic pipe, 
while 2.54 centimet er (l inch) I. D. rubber hose extended 120 meters to 
the aerator . The rubber hose was anchored every 2 meters with concrete 
blocks. The aerato r consis ted of 24.6 meters (80 feet) of 7.62 centi-
meter (3 inch) plastic irrigation pipe (Schedule 80) with 120 holes of 
0.318 centimeters (l/8 inch) in diameter spaced every 20.3 centimeters 
(8 inch). The aera tor was anchored one meter off the bottom by concrete 
blocks approxima t ely 15.2 meters (50 feet) from the northeast toe of the 
dam. The total cos t for ope r a tion during this research period was $750 
(Table 2) . 
Sampling Freq uency and Location 
The vertical distribution of various physical, chemical a nd bio logi -
ca l variables at a single location (Tabl e 3) was measured at biweekly in-
tervals throughout the r esea r ch period. Symbols used to describe these 
vari~bl es are listed in Table 3. Other symbols apply to volume (VOL) and 
residence time (volume /inflow, RES). Water sampl e s we r e obtained at 1 
n1cte r depth intervals f r om the s urfac e to 1 meter off th e bottom. Afte r 
uniformity of the wate r column wa s shown to be fairly consistent, samp l es 
were ta ken at e v e ry othe r meter except nea r th e s urface a nd tt1e bottom 
Table 2. Cost of insta llation and operation for the first and second 
year of destra tification, not incl uding enginee ring design. 
Budget 
TOTAL 
Capi t al Expens es 
Compr essor 
Rubber hose 
Plastic pipe a nd fittings 
Electric equipment 
Miscellaneous 
Oper ational Expenses - Fir s t Year (1973-1974) 
3708 hours of opera tion 
Repair and Mainte nance 
Elec trici t y @ $. 01 2/KW-hr 
Ope r a tion Expenses - Second Year (1974-1975) 
4552 hours of opera t ion 
Repair and Main t enance 
El ec tric ity @ $ .012/KW-hr 
Installation 
Backhoe 
Labor (1 60 man hours @ $5/hr 
Cos t per hour (8, 260 hrs. ) 
$2 ,700 
200 
200 
100 
100 
$3,300 
500 
500 
$1,000 
200 
600 
800 
$ 25 
800 
825 
$5 , 925 
$ .7 17 /hr 
II 
Table 3. Hethods and ref erences for physical, chemical and biologi cal ana l ys is. 
Parameter 
Transparency 
Temperature 
Dissolved Oxygen 
Suspended Solids 
pH 
Phosphorus* 
Total, Unfil tered 
Total, Filtered 
P04-P, Filter ed 
Hardne ss 
Calc ium 
Iron 
Total Iron 
Filter ed Iron 
Chlorophyll ~ 
* pp TUP - TFP; SOP 
Symbols 
TEHP 
DO 
TSS 
PH 
TUP 
TFP 
OFP 
ARD 
CAL 
TUI 
TFI 
HL- A 
TFP - OFP 
Method 
Secchi disc 
YSI Model 54 RC Oxy gen Meter 
YSI Model 54 RC Oxygen Meter 
Standardized by Azide 
Modification of Winkler 
Whatman GF/c Glass Fiber Filter 
Beckman Zeromatic II pH Meter 
Ascorbic Acid Method 
Ascorbic Acid Method 
Ascorbic Acid Method 
EPTA Titrimetric 
EPTA Titrimetric 
Phenanthroline 
Phenanthroline 
Acetone Ext raction 
Reference 
APHA (1971) 
APHA (1971) 
APHA (1971) 
APHA (1971) 
APHA (1971) 
APHA (1971) 
APHA (1971) 
APHA (1971) 
APHA (1971) 
APHA (1971) 
Strickland and Pars ons 
(1968) 
;::; 
l3 
where they wer e s t ill taken at one me t e r in t e rvals . Sampling was co n-
ducted be tween 12:00 a nd 4:00PM . The wa t e r samples we r e t a ken with a 4 
liter PVC Kemme r er samp l er at a s ite (Fi gu r e 1) a pproximate ly 200 me t e r s 
north of the diffuser in the dee pest portion of the r eservoir . 
Sa mples were obta ined from t he Little Bear Rive r by taking a po ntoon 
boat approxima t ely 50 meters ups tream f r om the reservoir. During the 
period of i ce cover it was necessa r y t o wa l k ove rla nd to th e rive r t o 
ohtain the sampl es . A total of 25 samples were coll ec t ed from the Little 
Bear during the s tud y. 
The r esults of Hyrum and Little Bear River (LBR) sampl es a r e listed 
in Appendix B. 
Analytical Me thod s 
Using me thods described in Table 3, transpar e ncy , t e mp e ra ture . and 
dissolved oxygen wer e de t ermin ed in th e fie ld . Th e r e are several sources 
for a nalytical method s . Us ual l y St anda rd Method s (APHA, 1971) we r e com-
pared with those from EPA (19 71). Wh e n occasional differences in tech-
niqu es were observed (a nd these we re us ually minor), th e methods we r e 
modified so tha t EPA t ec hniques were me t. These we re specified in a n 
a nalytica l procedures handbook (Cowan a nd Porcella, 1973). In the follow-
ing di sc ussion wh e r e Sta ndard Me thods i s r e f e r e nced . th e a bov e proC'f'd ur e 
was followed . Other tec hniques from o th e r refere nces we re utili zed a nd 
t hC"sc a r e r eferenced appropriate l y . To t al s uspend ed solids, pH, phos-
phorus , ha rdness ~ calcium and iron we r e d e t e rmin ed in accordance with 
Sta nda rd Me thods (APHA, 197 1). Filtration fo r c hemica l a na l ys i s w~s 
accomplished us ing glass fiber filt er s (Wha tman GF/c ). 
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Chlorophyll ~determinations wer e made us ing th e t richromatiC' method 
of Strickla nd and Parsons (1968). With thi s method ph<>ophytin must be 
determin ed and then s ubst r ated from the tota l c hlorophyll ~ concentrat i on. 
This was done for all the chlorophyll ~ determinations (pheophytin con-
centrations we r e minima] in the reservoir; were signific nat in the LittJe 
Bear River) . As would be expec ted in this low e ne r gy dest ratification 
project , where the mi xing was not strong e nough to evenly distribute the 
algae , pheophytin was only found near the bottom in Hyrum Reservoir. 
Tempe r a tur e 
RESULTS: HYRUM RESERVOIR 
Vertica l Dis tribution of Water Qua lit y 
Variabl es in Hyrum Res e rvoir 
Artific i a l des trat if i cation began on Marc h 11, 1974 a nd rhe s prin g 
overturn occurred o n Marc h 17. These two phenome na pro duced i Bo the rma l 
condit ions . The f irst sampl es we r e t a ken on Marc h 31, 1974 (Fi gure 2). 
The des tra tifica tion sys t e m wa s ina dequate to produce i so th e rmal condi-
tions during June a nd July (Figure 2). Howeve r, more c ompl e t e t empe r a -
15 
t ure d i s tribution occurred than in a year when no de stratifica tion 
occ urre d . During June a 7°C diff e rence in temperature wa s noted f rom t o p 
t o bo ttom. The gr eates t change occur r ed in the first f ew me ters f rom th e 
s urface . Afte r the first few me t e rs a much more gradual t emp era t\Jr e 
gr adient was observed . By the fir s t of Au gust the tempe r a ture g radi e nt 
was 2°C f rom top to bottom. This condition wa s ma intained until fa ll 
overturn occ urred. I so the rmal conditi ons the n ex i s t e d through December . 
Ice formed on the rese rvoir during the latte r part o f Dece mb e r . 
Inver se s tratification wa s maintained under the ice, with a minimum t e mp -
e r a ture of 0°C observed at the surface and 3 . 8°C at the bottom. 
The 1972-73, 1973-7 4 data we r e simila r to the 1974-75 (Figure 2) 
res ul ts . Th e 1973-74 dn ta show ea rly s tra tificatirm be c a use the a ir c om-
presso r br o ke down. Th e max imum s urface t e mp e ra tures for the thr ee- yea rR 
we r e 22 . 5° , 23 . 5°, a nd 22 .9°C. The maximum bottom tE'mpe ratur E>s w<>r e 17. 5°, 
19 . 2° , a nd 19.8°C for thE' thr eE' years . Des tratification r a i sed the bo tt om 
max imum t e mp e ra tures by 2°C ove r the unstratified year. Th e t o t .1 l ove r.1 ll 
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Figure 2. Three dimensional plot of temperature with depth for 1974-75. 
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temperatur e of th e rese rvoir was not changed by destratification. The 
t e mpe rature did s ho w a mor e even distribution of hea t in the s ub s urface 
waters during the destratified years over the stratified yea r. 
Dissolved oxygen 
17 
During the s tudy year the hypolimnion was anoxic only near the bot tom 
(Figure 3). Beginning with the essentia ll y isothermal conditions in April, 
the DO concentra tion stayed fairly constant throughout the water column 
into June. During July a nd August there was a pronounced decline in the 
DO concentration from top to bottom with the DO decreasing below 2 mg/1 
in the l as t meter of water off the bottom on July 20, 1974 . 
This low concentration of 2 mg/1 occurred for t wo major r easons. The 
increasing wa t er temperature decreased the saturation l e vel for DO (from 
over 10 mg /1 in April to l ess than 8 mg/1 by the end of July) a nd the 
aer ator stopped functioning for the 5 days from July 18 to July 22 . Most 
da t es show a DO concentra tion of at l eas t 5 mg/1 at a meter above the 
bot t om. The withdrawal of irrigation water from the hypol imnion probably 
he lped in maintaining some DO by r emoving the low DO hypolimnetic waters. 
In September dec r eas ing water t emp erature pe rmitted hi gher sa tura tion DO 
concentrat i ons . 
By the end of August Aphanizomenon were starting to bloom which pro-
duced s i gnificant amounts of DO. This DO increase was r ef l ected throu gh-
out the water co lumn. By th e e nd of November the Aphani zomenon bloom, 
the f:1ll overturn, a nd the aeration part of thi s s tud y were finished :~nd 
t he DO co ncentr3 tio n was <1gain showtn~ .:1 decline over fi mg/ l f ro m top to 
bottom. The s ur face DO was 8 . 4 mg/1 and 2.2 mg/1 1 m from th e hot to m. 
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This deline can be contributed to the cessat ion of aeration and th e die-off 
of the Aphanizomenon. The a lgae sinking to the bottom and decomposing 
would use oxygen from the hypolimnion. From December to the end of the 
study, the DO concentration remained high throughout the wat er column with 
a peak at the end of February due to an algal bloom under the ice . The 
low winter temperatures probably inhibited the DO utilization by microbial 
breakdown of organics. 
Suspended solids 
Suspended solids (SS) in the water column increased slightly with 
depth (Figure 4). The SS values were usually under 10 mg/1 excep t for 
samp l es taken 1 m above the bottom, during overturnt and algal bloom 
periods. During t he fall and spring overturn the SS in the s urfa c€' sampl es 
increased to about 20 mg/1. During the algal bloom in August and September 
the SS increased to 127 mg/1. By the first of December the SS had d~­
creased to 5 mg/1. The SS remained at this level until the e nd of February 
when the SS went up to 10.8 mg/1, due to an algal bloom under the i ce . The 
spring overturn was getting unde rway by the end of March r a i s ing th P SS up 
to 12.8 mg/1 
Comparing these results with the previous two years s howe d simi lar 
patterns (Drury et al., 1975). There was a general increase with dept h 
of the SS . High SS were measure d during th E' spring and fa l t ovE'rttJrns 
and during the s umm e r a nd wint t?r algal blooms . The hi ghe r l e v e l of SS 
during the 1974 spring overturn, compa r e d to the other overturn~, wa~ 
beca use the sampl e coincided with the peak of the overturn whil e the other 
samples were taken a ] ittle before or after the peak . The hi gh concentration 
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of SS during the algal bloom is l ess dependent on a peak day or two but 
mor e in the intensity of the bloom . 
Chlorophyll a 
Chlorophyll ~concentra tions followed predictable patterns for the 
1974-75 study year (Figur e 5). From April to the middl e of August the 
chlor ophyll ~ concentrations were 1.3 ~ g /1. A slight increase of up to 
3 ~g/ 1 occurr ed during April, May, and June i n the top 4-5 meter s , s how-
i ng some alga l ac tivity . In the latter par t of Augus t the algal bloom 
started. The peak chlorophyll ~ concen trat ion of 158 ~g/1 wa s noted on 
October 3 . By the fir s t part of November the algal bloom had ended . 
There were low concen trations of chlorophyll ~ through November and 
December . 
21 
As soon as ice formed in l ate December an a l gal bloom started . The 
c hlo rophyll ~ concentra tions i ncr eased until a maximum of 71 ~g/ 1 wa s 
r eached on March 1, 1975 at a depth of 3 meters. With the ice breakup a nd 
over turn the chlorophyll ~ concentra t ion dec r eased and beca me evenly 
dis tributed throughout the water column. 
In comparing the thr ee years of data some genera l trend s wer e ob-
se rved (Figure 6). The fir s t year (197 2-73) showed little change in the 
chlorophyll~ concentration, with 8.5 ~g/ 1 be ing the maximum concentra-
tion. This low value fo r the maximum concentra tion may have been a result 
of the high runoff in s ummer 1972. The seco nd study year s howed a signi-
ficant i nc r ease in the c hlorophyll ~ concentrations durin g July through 
Sep t ember 1973 a nd in Februar y 1974 . 
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Figure 5. Three dimensional plot of chlorophyll~ with depth for 1974-75 . N 
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Figure 7. Three dimensional plots of chlorophyll a with depth for 1972-73 (a) and 1973-74 (b). 
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The 1974-75 year showed chlorophyll ~ peak concentrations 2 to 4 times 
greater than those of the 1973-74 year . The summer algal bloom of 1974 
started in August a nd continued into November. This bloom start ed about 
a month later than the algal bloom in 1973 but continued for about the 
same length of time. The s tratified year s howed large concentrations of 
apparent chlorophyl l ~ off the bottom during June through August 1972, and 
March and April 1973. Pheophytin was not measured that year and once de-
stra tification began these large concen trations near th e bottom were not 
observed . 
Particulate phosphorus 
Total P is disc ussed below; pa r ticulate P (TUP - TFP) is the signifi-
cant measurement assoc iated with depth. The high concentration& of parti-
culate P were associa ted with periods of hi gh suspended solid s in the 
reservoir (Figures 4 and 7), spring overturn and runoff, and summer and 
winter algal blooms a r e the times with the highest particulate P. Oestrati-
fication affected the particulate P only by its effect on the algal blooms, 
which influenced the phosphorus concentration . 
Soluble organic phosphorus 
The soluble organic phosphorus concentration (SOP = TFP - OFP) was 
highest in the spring (Figure 8). The highest concentrations of SOP in the 
r eservoir occurred during spring runoff and s pring overturn. These high 
concentrat ions did not remain in the water column very long. Algal popu-
lations appeared to use SOP very quickly . During the summer and winter 
algal bloom there were low concentra tions of SOP near the surface. These 
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Fi gu r e 7 . Thr ee dimensional graph of particulate phosphorus with depth fo r 1974-75 . 
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concen trations of SOP were probably released from dead algal cells. De-
s tratification did not have a direct impact on the SOP in Hyrum Reservoir. 
Filtered orthophosphate phosphorus 
The concentration of OFP (Po4- P) increased with depth (Figure 9) 
except during the spring and fall overturns. As the spring overturn a nd 
then the spring runoff ended the OFP concentrations decreased until in 
July there was less than 2 ~g/1 in the epilimnion. This depletion 
occurred before the major algal bloom developed. The concentration of OFP 
increased slightly in August and then decreased as the algal bloom peaked . 
The P04-P concentration remained low until the fall overturn occurred. 
Concentrations remained about 25 ~g/1 throughout the water column until 
the winter algal bloom occurred . 
Drury et al . ( 1975 ) show much t he same yearly patter n for OFP during 
1972-74. Destratification had an indirect impact on OFP in that it kept 
the hypolimnion aerobic whic h prevented some OFP from being released from 
the bottom sediments during anaerobic conditions. 
Weighted Averages of Water Quali t y Variables 
Although total lake mass of material can be used to evaluate lake 
material dynamics with time , fluctuations of volume make this technique 
diffic ult in reservoirs . By calcula t ing volumetric weighted averages the 
problem of assess ing dynamics of a wide and la r ge number of variables a nd 
the problem of studying volume variant reservoirs are solved . Secchi 
depth, volume , and res idence time do not have a depth dimension and we re 
appropria t e for the time interval only. The remaining variables we r e ca l-
c ula t ed (Tabl e 4) according to the example in Appendix B. 
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Figure 9. Three dimensional plot of filtered orthophosphate phosphorus with depth for 1974-75 . 
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Table 4. Weighted ave rage and single measuremen t variables in Hyrum Reservoir.* 
Date ~~oo m 
°C mg/1 1Jg/l 
3-31-74 
4-13-74 
4-27- 74 
5-13-74 
5-25-74 
5.4 
6. I 
a.6 
9.a 
10.7 
10.0 16.2 64 I 150 363 2131a6 I a.6 213 57 1561 2. 74 67 
9.4 10.5 40 66 106 40 26 , a.s 200 66 134 2.46 44 
9.2 15.6 39 11 7 224 107 7a a.7 176 59 117 3.42 
a.a 19.6 25 35 69 34 !10 I _ 167 44 ,,31 1.46 
8.] ],Q 2) ]Q 96 26 47 1 8,9 168 44 J24 1 2.47 
6- 11-77 13 . 2 9 . 0 I 5.5 
6-22-74 15.a 7.9 4.1 
7-7-74 1a.a 7.9 I 4.6 
7-20-74 20.1 7.ol a . 2 
7 
a 
12 
a 
a-12-74120.61 7.016.1113 
a - 27-74 Ia.a 7.0 75.9 23 
9-9-74 1a.2 a.9 94.6 7 
9-Ia- 74 
10-3-74 
10-17-74 
10-31-74 
11-14-74 
12-3 - 74 
12-13-74 
12-31-7 4 
l-18-75 
2- 1 - 75 
2-15- 75 
16.4 
14.3 
12.4 
10 .1 
6.4 
4.5 
1.6 
a. 2 ro.a 
a. 3 14.0 
a.a 12.2 
9.1 16.1 
7. 3 a.6 
9. 2 5. 5 
13.6 I s.o 
I. 'Ill. l 
I. 7 12.6 
La 12.9 
2. 7 
3.6 
5. 0 
5 
6 
5 
2 
12 
21 
33 
34 
17 
13 
3-1-751 2.9, a.4 , ).1 , 1a 
3-24 - 75 5.9 12.4 12.3 a 
* - indicates no measurement. 
23 34 
20 2a 
16 2a 
25 51 
29 36 
9 13 
9 27 
10 
7 
33 
10 
15 
23 
22 
24 
15 
13 
75 
51 
57 
30 
33 
31 
33 
35 
25 
27 
131 23 
13 46 
9 
a 
12 
26 
13 
4 
1a 
65 
44 
24 
20 
I a 
a 
11 
11 
10 
14 
10 
33 
16 I a. 7 I 170 I 47 I 123 
12 
4 
17 
16 
9 .• 
1741 50 
19a 59 
124 
129 
1991 60 1139 
252 90 162 
3. 30 I 65 
2. 59 
2.00 
7a 
56 
5.3a l 55 
3. 92 51 
_ I _ I 242 l a6 l 156 l 9.66 l 56 
2 a.a 24a a5 163 32.30 52 
5 
1 
2a 
a 
3 
2 
a.6 
a. 7 
9 . 0 
7 . 9 
7 .a 
1 .a 
a.3 
a. 2 
a. 3 
249 
261 
239 
224 
242 
242 
251 
a9 
99 
a9 
7a 
91 
93 
95 
2571a3 
255 99 
236 93 
160 
162 
ISO 
146 
151 
149 
156 
174 
156 
143 
33.36 
3a. 70 
14. 1 
15.6 
4 . 82 
4 . 40 
3.a7 
a. 7a 
Ia.os 
Ia.oa 
54 
53 
42 
47 
49 
53 
54 
55 
57 
56 
55 
- ' a.5 , 239 1 96 1 143 1 23.a9 1 55 
5 _! 8 . 2 222 76 146 9.2 53 
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ug/1 
" 
47 
" 
77 
~ 
ro 
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y 
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~ 
47 
~ 
~ 
~ 
" u 
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H 
" 62 
57 
63 
61 
Vo l . J Resid e nce ISecchi 
106 mJ! Time in Days m 
I a. I 
18. I 
18. 1 
1a . I 
18.1 
20.7 
20 . 7 
18. 1 
17.2 
14 . 6 
13.0 
13.0 
11.4 
13.0 
14.6 
14.6 
16.3 
16 . 3 
16.3 
16 . 3 
16.3 
16.3 
16.3 
16.3 
16.3 
3a. 7 
24 . 7 
24 . 7 
16.7 
16 . 7 
73.0 
73.0 
135.5 
12a. 7 
121.5 
lOa . 2 
lOa. 7 
95.5 
622.7 
699.3 
699.3 
a31.4 
929.2 
09 . 2 
09.2 
05 . 2 
939 . a 
939.a 
459.3 
459.3 
1.0 
1.3 
1.0 
o.a 
2. 0 
3 . 0 
6 . a 
3 . 5 
2. 5 
2 . 2 
1.6 
1.5 
1.4 
1.2 
1.1 
1.0 
1.1 
1.3 
1.6 
1. 7 
2 . 0 
La 
1.6 
0. 7 
Date 
J-31-74 
4-13-74 
4 - 27-74 
5- 13-74 
5-2 5-74 
6-11-77 
6-22-74 
7- 7 -74 
7-20-74 
a-12-74 
8-27-74 
9- 9 -74 
9-Ia-74 
10-3-74 
10-17-74 
10-31-74 
11-14-74 
12- 3 -74 
12-13-74 
12-31-74 
1-1a-7S 
2- I -75 
2- 15-7 5 
3- I -75 
3-24- 75 
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\.J'ater temperature 
There is li ttle difference in th e weigh t ed average t emperature in 
Hyrum fo r the three yea r s (Figure 10). It a ppears that f<easona1 factors 
a ff ec ted t empe r a ture and d es tra t ifica t ion had negligible effect . 
Volume 
The volume of the r eservoir is mainly dependent on the operation of 
t he i rr igation company. By early June it is usually f ull a nd r eady for 
the upcoming i rrigation season . The lowes t volume (IS million m3) for 
the 1972-73 and 1973-74 years was in the fi r s t of September. The l owest 
volume for the 1974-75 yea r (11.4 million m3) (Figure 11) was during the 
first of October. During the s ummer of 1974 the r e was l it t l e r ain so the 
dema nd for irriga tion water wa s heavie r than normal, res ulting in greater 
draw down of the r eservoir. After the irriga tion season the volum e r nsl? 
to about 16 .3 mill ion c ubic meters and stayed the r e fo r the r E'ma ind er of 
the year. A s imilar wa t er volume pa ttern was seen in a ll three study 
years. 
Residence time 
The hydraulic residence time in the reservoir was cal culated by 
dividing the volume of the r eservoir by the influent flow. A similar 
pattern occ urr ed in the first two s tudy y ears : low res ide nc e time durin g 
the s pring runof f with increas ing res id e nce time into July when th e res i. -
dence time der eased unti l the fal l, where it r emained constant for the 
r emainder of the yea r (Figure 12) . Duri ng a norma l year the great es t 
cha nges occ ur during the spring a nd ea rly s umm E' r. The 1974-75 year 
followed this pattern until the first of October (Figure 13). A r eduction 
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Figure 10 . The weighted ave rage water temperat ure for 1974-75. 
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Figure 12 . The ave rage hydraulic residence time of Hyrum Rese rvoir for 
1972-73 and 1973-74 (Drury e t a l . , 1975). 
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Figure 13 . Hydraulic r es iden ce time of Hyrum Reservoir, 1974-75. 
33 
in the Little Bear River caused the residence times to increase. The 
s harp decline in river flow wa s due to lower than normal precipitation. 
Sec c hi 
The deepes t Secchi depth for the three years occur r ed at the e nd of 
June 1974 (Figures 14 and 15) . On this date the spring ove rturn and 
spring runoff had ended but it was still before the summer algal bloom. 
The increasing algal populations reduced the visibility as the summer 
progressed. The three years of study showed tha t clarity may improve 
af t e r the summer algal bloom if a s uf ficient interval existed between 
bloom time and fall overturn . Artificial destratification decreased vis-
ibility somewhat by prolonging or intensifying the overturns and sediment 
derived nutrient input to the epilimnion which could s timulate algal 
productivity. 
Dissolved oxygen 
The DO was a little higher for the 1974-75 year than the other two 
yea r s (Figure 16 and 17). The largest diffe rence came during the winter 
while the algal bloom was occurring . The destratification project did 
not appear to have a direct influence on DO concentrations. The algae 
played a large role in determining the DO concen tration . Because the 
destratification project did affect the a l gal population, destratif i ca-
tion had an indirect effect on the DO by increasing photosynthetic produc-
tion of 02 . 
Suspended solids 
There are several problems in r elating suspended solids (SS) between 
the 3 study years (Figure 18). The SS is dependent primarily on three 
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Figure 14. Se cchi depths in Hyrum Reservoir for 1972- 73 and 1973-74 (Drury 
et al., 1975). 
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Figure 15. Secchi depths i n Hyrum Rese rvoir for 1974-75. 
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Figure 16. The weighted average dissolved oxygen concentration in Hyrum 
Reservoir for 1972-7 3 and 1973-74 (Drury et al., 1975). 
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Figure 17. The weighted average dissolved oxygen concentration for 1974-75. 
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Figur e 18. Weighted average sus pended solids for 1974-75 . 
different occurrences during the year. These a re the spring and fall 
overturns, algal blooms , and spring runoff from the inflowing waters. The 
spring and fall overturn occurs within a fairly short period of time of 
one to several weeks. When taking samples at two week intervals, it is 
possible to miss the actual overturn and sample when the reservoir is 
stabilizing . Thus, the time of sample collection relative to when over-
turn occurs, plays a significant role in affecting the sample r es ults. 
Destratification does have an indirect effect on SS by its effect on 
algae growth. The increased algal growth resulted in higher summer SS 
values during the two years when the reservoir was des tratified. During 
1974-75 the summer algal bloom was great enough to provide SS concentra-
tions up to 94 . 6 mg/1, almost 3 times gr ea t er than the highest SS value for 
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the previous two years . Destratification was not strong enoug h to directly 
affect SS but SS caused by ei the r inflow or overturn may have r emained in 
s us pension longer than typical . 
Phospho rus 
Spring overturn increased the aqueous concentration of OFP (Figures 
19 a nd 20) . Different algal blooms utilize the OFP and remove it from the 
water. The fall overturn replaces some OFP. During 1974-75 it was not 
until November that the OFP started to increase. This happened after the 
algal bloom had died off, irrigation water use had t ermina t ed, a nd ae ration 
had ceased. During this time the reservoir was filling up and the inflow 
from the Little Bear River was increasing. The OFP in the Littl e Bear was 
50 to 60 ~g/1 at this time . There was no utilization of the OFP so the 
concentr a tion gradua lly increased. 
The winter algal bloom caused the decrease in the OFP concentration 
in February a nd March. Artificial destratifica tion a ppa r ently had little 
e ffect on the OFP trends in the r eservoir , although there may have been a 
down trend in OFP with time as predicted by Druary et al., (1975). 
Artificial destratification does not a ppear to have a direct impact 
on the soluble organic phosphorus (SOP) concentration. The SOP was at its 
highest during the start of the study year (Figure 21). As th e year pro-
gressed the SOP decreased to practically zero and stayed there. The higher 
concentrations were attributed to organic wastes wa s hed into the Little 
Bear River during the spring runoff. The algal bloom during the summer 
utilized the SOP and there was no major influx to replace that which was 
used. Similar results were calcul ated from Drury et a l. (1975) fo r 1972-74 
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Figure 19. Weighted average filtere d orthophosphate phosphorus concentra-
tions in Hyrum Reservo ir for 1972-73 and 1973-74 (Drury et al., 
1975). 
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Figure 20 . Weighted average fi l tered orthophospha t e phosphorus, 1974-75. 
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Figure 21. Weighted average soluble organic phosphorus for 1974-75 . 
and did not show the decline in SOP concentration. Lower levels of algal 
growth probably resulted in utilization of less phosphorus. 
The overall total phosphorus (TUP) concentra tions were lower durin g 
the s tudy year than in the previous two years. The low inflow of the 
Little Bear River during the study year may explain the low concentrations. 
The i ncrease in TUP during September and October of the s tud y years 
(Figures 22 a nd 23) were due to the algal biomass picked up in the water 
sample . Overall destratification had little apparent effect on the TUP 
concentration. 
Total unfiltered iron 
The weighted average total unfiltered iron shows no yearly pattern 
(Figure 24) . The first four months of the study showed variation s of 
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Figure 22. Weighted average total unfiltered phosphorus concentrations in 
Hyrum Reservoir for 1972-73 and 1973-74 (Drury et al . , 1975) . 
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Figure 24 . We i ghted a ver age o f total unfil ter ed iron fo r 1974-7 5 . 
40 ~g / 1 f rom the high to l ow. These fluc tua t ions we r e a ttributed t o 
s e vera l cuases during t hese months . The spring runoff with its i nflow 
of highe r quality wa t ers ini tia lly pr oduced a l ow o f 47 ~g/1. Spring 
overturn coul d explain t he high concentra tion of 77 ~g/1 i n May . The 
nex t high concentr a tion of 92 ~g/1 occurr ed i n June . The a l gal blooms , 
fal l ove rturn or des tra t i f ication did not seem t o direc tly a ffec t t he 
i r on concen t r a tion. I f the hypol i mnion ha d become anox i c the iron con-
cen tra tion would have i ncr eased (Cowan e t a l., 197 6) . Since des t r a tifi-
cation kept t he hypolimnion aer obic , des tra ti f i ca tion had an indire c t 
effec t o n t he i ron concen tra tions . 
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Total filter ed iron 
The filtered iron concPntrations follow a s imila r pattern to the 
total unfilter ed iron showed (Figure 25). The fi r st half of the s tudy 
year s hows differences of 3 to 22 ~ g/1 with an aver age of about 12 ~g/1 
between the filtered and nonfil t er ed samples . The second half of the 
study s howed a n average difference of a bout 4 ~g/ 1 be tween th e filte r ed 
and non-filter ed samples. The fairly cons t ant levels of iron s how that 
the di ssolved iron concentra tion was not affected by the fall overturn 
a nd the a l gal blooms that occurred in the r eservoir. Destratification 
had an indirect effec t on iron in t hat it kep t the r eservoir aerobic 
a nd prevented increased concentrations of iron from occurr ing during th e 
anaerobic conditions . 
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Figure 25. Weighted ave rage of total filtered iron fo r 1974-75 . 
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Chlorophyll ~ 
The two peaks for chlorophyll ~ s how the magnitude and duration of 
the summer and winter algal blooms (Figure 26). The 1972-74 study years 
(Drury et al., 1975) s how low levels of algal growth for the 197 2-73 
year and a moderate algal bloom during the s ummer of 1973. Drury et al., 
1975, mention an increase in the pheophytin concentration during the fall 
of 1973 which was attributed to the algal bloom which had just ended. 
During this study there was very little pheophytin in the water column 
except near the bottom during most of the year . During the winter pheo-
phytin began appearing throughout the water column. A high of 2 ug/1 
was noted just under the ice on the first of February. In general , 
chlorophyll ~ concentra tion increased with destratification. 
Only slight variations were observed in the vertical pH profiles 
and so only weighted average pH is discussed herein (Figure 27). The pH 
ranged from a high of 9.1 in August 1974 to a low of 7.8 in December of 
1974. In March the pH was 8.6; it increased during the summer algal bloom 
and then dropped sharply. As the winter algal bloom intensified the pH 
increased. This trend of the pH increasing with an a lgal bloom was evident 
in the previous res ults. C02 uptake by the algae was probably adequate to 
account for increase in pH. 
Hardness 
During the 1974-75 study year the hardness concentrations followPd 
a pattern of lower concentrations in the spring with increasing concentra-
tion through August and then remaining fairly stable the rest of the year 
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Figure 26. Weighted average chlorophyll ~ concen tration , 1974-75. 
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Figure 27. Weighted average pH for 1974-75. 
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(Figure 28). The low concentration in the spring was attribu t ed to the 
higher quality waters entering the r eservoir during the spring runoff . 
After the spring runoff, lower quality incoming waters gradually increased 
the hardness until a balance was reached about August. 
Calcium 
As expected calcium (Figure 29) followed the same pattern exhibited 
by hardness (Figure 28). Lower concentrat ions occurred in the spring due 
to high quality runoff with a gradual increase as the incoming cal cium 
concentration increased . By August the reservoir had reached a point where 
the calcium concentration did not change, to any significant degree for the 
remainder of the study year. The calcium concentrations in the Little 
Bear River we re fairly constant a nd at the same level as in the reservoir 
in months following August, helping explain the l ack of change in the 
latter half of the study. Calcium precipitation as carbona te may have 
helped maintain this steady level balancing inputs with r emoval and 
precipitation. 
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Figure 28. Weighted average of hardness as Caco3 for 1974- 75. 
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Figure 29. Weight ed average of calcium as CaC0 3 for 1974-75. 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR VARIOUS WATER QUALITY 
VARIABLES OF HYRUM RESERVOIR 
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The data from the vertical profile of 12 variables were analyzed 
statistically and a linear correlation coefficient matrix between all 
variables were calculat ed for the study period. The number of data 
points analyzed (n) varied from a low of 12 to a high of 22 depending on 
the sample date. This change of n was due to the changing depth of the 
reservoir and changing from sampling at every meter in depth to every 
other meter except near the surface and bottom. (The correlation co-
efficient matrices for the 25 sample dates appear in Appendix D, Tables 
D-1 through D- 25.) In general, the concentration of many variables 
either decreased or increased with depth. The number of high correlations 
illustrates the depth dependency of t he system. Overturn and to a lesser 
degree artificial destratificat ion eliminates the concentration gradients 
with depth and tends to decrease the number of high correlations. 
Temperature, dissolved oxygen, suspended solids, orthophosphate, 
total filtered phosphorus, total unfiltered phosphorus, chlorophyll~· 
total filtered iron and total unfiltered iron were all parameters whose 
concentrations increased or decreased with depth. During the summer the 
heat source was at the surface and the heat sink was the bottom sediments. 
During the winter the opposite was true. These conditions produced a 
temperature gradient in which temperature increased or decreased with 
depth. 
Sources of dissolved oxygen were diffusion at the surface and 
algal photosynthesis. The sink for oxygen was respiration, which largely 
took place in the sedimen t s. This condition produced oxygen concentra-
tions that decreased with depth . 
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Because the specific gravi t y of solids is generally greater than 1.0, 
suspended solids concentrations us ual l y increased with depth . The excep-
tion to this type of suspended solids pattern was during overturns and 
algal blooms. 
The sed i ments were a major source fo r phosphorus. The sink was algal 
populations near the surface . Upon death the algae settled to the bottom 
where decomposition added to the bot t om sedi ments . The result was a verti-
cal profile in which concentrat i ons increased with depth. 
The source of light for the sys t em was at the surface . Al gal popula-
tions grow best nearest the light and population numbers decrease as one 
moves down away from t he light. Chlo r ophyll a was found t o decrease with 
depth . 
These depth relationships were not readily apparen t in the spring 
during runoff when the Little Bear River had a major impact on the reser-
voir, no r when destratification and overturn were having their effect . 
If a variable which increased (or decreased) with depth was correlated 
with a variable which also i ncreased (or decreased) with depth, a positive 
correlation coefficient (r) would result . If a variable which increased 
with depth was correlated with one which decreased with depth (for example , 
DO and TSS), the resulting r would be nega tive. 
While depth dependent relationships will explain many high correlation 
coefficients, others will have a high correlation because they are related 
to a common parameter. Orthophospha t e , total f ilte r ed phospha t e and total 
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unfiltered phosphorus is one set of variables that exhibit this self-corre-
l ation; hardness-calcium and the iron measuremen t s are another. 
Only high correlation coefficients (r ~ I0.85Il will be discussed in 
detail for each sample date. The 95 percent confidence limits for various 
sample sizes and r ' s ar e listed in Table 5 . In the matrices r's were ex-
pressed as percentages for convenience of listing. A line of zeros in 
the matrix indicate no data. Temperature for October 31, 1974, December 3, 
1974, and ~~rch 24, 1976 all show zeros in the matrix because of isothermal 
condi tions; some pH data show zeros for the same reason that all depths had 
the same co ncentrations. 
The dates that high correlations occurred for the specific coupled 
variables are listed in Table 6. The table lists four groups of va r iables. 
These are phosphorus related, i ron, hardness/calcium, and the physical/ 
biological variables. 
Table 5. Table showing approximate confidence limits for the population 
correlation, given the sample number (m) and coefficient (r). 
Confidence coefficient = 0.95. Taken from Handbook of Tables 
for Probability and Statis tics (Beyer, 1966). 
r 
m 
0 8 0 85 0 90 0 95 0 99 
3 -0.83 to 0.99 -0. 81 to 0.99 -0.76 to 0.99 -0.65 to 0.99 -0. 30 to 0.99 
5 -0.22 to 0.97 - 0.09 to 0 . 98 -0.10 to 0 .98 0 . 40 to 0.99 0 . 80 to 0 . 99 
10 0 .33 to 0.94 0 .4 5 to 0.95 0.60 to 0.97 0.79 to 0.98 0.95 to 0.99 
20 0.55 to 0.91 0.64 to 0.93 0 . 75 to 0.95 0.88 to 0.98 0.96 to 0.99 
Table 6. The change in correlation (r2 ~ 0 .75) with time fo r coupled water quality variables measured 
-
in H¥rum Reservoir (1974 - 75; . 
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Phosphorus shows grouping of correlations during the summer and late 
winter; both are periods of algal activity . October 3, 1974 shows a high 
of 11 correlations on this date. 
The hardness/calcium has groupings during late winter and early 
spring. The winter is a time when stratification occurred allowing depth 
gradients to create the high correlations . Spring had some depth gradients 
which helped cause the high correlat i on during this time. 
The high correlations with iron occurred mainly during s pring, summer , 
and fall. Again October 3, 1974 was the date with the highest number of 
correlations. 
The physical variables show a lack of high correlations during the 
spring with groups showing up dur ing th e summer, fall, and winter. The 
spring had t he gr eatest hydraulic changes of any time of the year which 
is why it also has the lowest number of correlations . 
Those high correlations which occurred on October 3, 1974 demonstrate 
a depth dependency. The aerator was running 24 hours a day and no obvious 
events were noted for this date. At this time the flow in the Little 
Bear River decreased sharply and the irrigation water usage was stopped. 
The lack of incoming and outgoing wa t ers may have been sufficient to 
allow the variables to show signif i can t depth dependencies. The onset of 
fall overturn is probably why the number of high co rrelations did not con-
tinue on into the month. 
Even with destratification dep th dependen cy was the major deciding 
factor of the higher correlations . Destratification appeared to affect 
pH and algae (HL-A) since it was not un til after the compressor was off 
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that these parameters started showing significant depth correlations with 
other variables. The iron, phosphorus and hardness- calcium showed high 
interdependency type correlations. 
CORRELATIONS OF WEIGHTED AVERAGES FOR SELECTED 
VARIABLES IN HYRUM RESERVOIR 
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Interdependency for iron, phosphorus and hardness-calcium variables 
are shown in their respective correlations in Table 7. These are the 
only correlations that are above 80%. TEMP and DO show a cause and effect 
type relationship with their correlation (-73.4%). With increasing temp-
erature the saturation level for DO decreases, which explains the negative 
correlation between DO and TEMP . FLOW correlated with HL-A (-71. 7%) , CAL 
(-74.4%), and ARD (-78.0%). This negative correlation between FLOW and 
HL-A may be a fortuitous relationship but residence time (hence flow) is 
the most important variable in lake phosphorus /chlorophyll ~ dynamics 
(Yeasted and Morel, 1978). The correlations between FLOW and CAL and ARD 
do demonstrate a cause and effect relationship. High flows in the Little 
Bear River show lower concentrations of CAL and ARD while lower flows 
show higher concentrations. The concentration of CAL and ARD in the reser-
voir is dependent on the inflowing waters . This dependence is shown by 
the correlation between FLOW and CAL, and ARD. 
Table 7. Correlation coefficients for the weighted ave r ages of Hyrum Reservoir, 1974- 75. 
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RESULTS: THE LITTLE BEAR RIVER 
Beginn ing on March 31, 1974 the same analyses were performed on water 
samples f r om the Little Bear River as for Hyrum Reservoir samples. The 
Little Bear Rive r typical l y accounts for 90 pe r cen t of the annual i nfl uent 
to Hyrum Reservoir (Luce , 19 74). The maximum flow has been 5 . 7 m3 /sec . 
( o 2,000 cfs) while the minimum flow was 0 .09 3 m3/sec . ( o 4 cfs ). The 
maximum annual flow (1.27 x 108 m3/yr; 102 ,000 acre-ft/yr) occurred in 
1972. The annual flows for the Little Bear Ri ver, near Pa r ad i se , appear 
in Appendix A. The water quality data are listed in Appendix E. 
Water Temperature 
The graph showing the water temperature appears in Figure 30. This 
graph s hows the water temperature followed seasonal temperature patterns. 
A temperature of 4°C was recorded on April 13 , 1974. The water tempera-
ture then increased through July when it reached a high for the year of 
16.0°C on July 30, 1974. The water temperature declined until the fi r st 
of December . From December through the middle of February the water 
temperature r emained about 2°C and then inc reased. This study year fo llow-
ed much the same pa ttern for water temperature as the 1973-1974 study 
(Drury e t al . , 1975). 
Dissolved Oxygen 
In gene ral the DO was dependent upon the water temperature. The 
highest DO concentrations were found when the wat er temperature was the 
coldes t. The highest DO concent r ation (1 2. 1 mg/ 1) was recorded on 
January 18, 19 75 (Figure 31). On July 20 , 1975, the warmest recorded 
Fffi t'flY ...lN ..L Y FU3 SEP OCT lf:N IE: .Hl Ft:8 t1'fl 
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Figure 30. Water temperature of Little Bear River for 1974-75. 
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Figure 31. Dissolved oxygen of Little Bear River for 1974-75. 
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water temperature, the low of 7.9 mg/1 of DO was recorded. The DO 
pattern for the 1974-75 study year followed a similar pattern to that of 
the 1973-74 study year. 
Suspended Solids 
The SS was plotted for the s tudy year and is shown in Figure 32. 
The concentration of SS increased with the flow of the river. The excep-
tion was in the late summer when low flows were affected by agricultural 
activities; the SS increased to a high of 252 mg/1. The yearly pattern 
for 1974-75 followed the pattern for 1973-74, except for the summer months . 
The time coincided with observations of high SS in the reservoir (Figure 
18). Generally reservoir SS was 5-20 mg/ 1 except during September when 
76-95 mg/1 were observed. The little Bear River values were more variable 
(5-252 mg/1) but seemed to correlate with the observance of high values 
in the r eservoir. 
Filte red Orthophosphate Phosphorus 
The OFP concentration decreased during high flow periods and increased 
as flow decreased (Figure 33). Concentrations seemed to increase similarly 
with SS . A maximum of 88 ~g/1 was noted on August 12 , 1974. The low of 
18 ~g/1 was noted during the spring runoff in May 1974. The 1974-75 year 
followed the same pattern as demonstrated by the 1973-74 study year (Drury 
e t al. 1975). 
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Figure 32 . Suspended solids concentration of the Little Bear River, 1974-
75. 
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flg ure 33. Fi lter ort hophosphate phospho rus concentration of the Little 
Bear River, 1974-75. 
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Particulate Phosphorus 
The particulate phosphorus concentration was quite erratic and did 
not show a very good pattern for the year. By overlooking the three high-
es t samples a pattern of gradual lessening concentration with a leveling 
off after the spring runoff is over can be seen (Figure 34). White's 
Trout Farm, dairy and agricultural activities are the probable cause for 
the erratic phosphorus concentrations seen in the samples. 
Soluble Organic Phosphorus 
The data do not show any SOP being present after July 1974 through 
March 1975 (Figure 35). High concentration of SOP was carried into the 
river from cattle with the spring thaw . These higher readings then de-
creased after the initial spring runoff was over. The loss of data after 
July makes it difficult to try and draw any conclusion. The concentration 
of SOP, however, should have remained basically as it was seen in the 
months of May, June, and July. 
The pH for the little Bear River during the 1974-75 study year 
ranged from a low of 7. 7 on Oc t ober 31 , 1974 to a high of 8 . 9 on October 
17, 1974 (Figure 36). Excep t for low readings in October, November, and 
Decembe r, the pH was generally in the range of 8.5 + 0 . 3. The pH of the 
river followed the same pattern as the reservoir indicating the same 
phenomona were occurring in the Little Bear River as in Hyrum Reservoir. 
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Figure 34 . Pa rticulate phosphorus concentration of the Little Bear River, 
1974-75 . 
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Figure 35 . Soluble organic phosphorus concentration of the Little Bear 
River , 1974-75 . 
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Figure 36. pH concentration of the Little Bear River for 1974-75. 
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Chlorophyl l a and Pheophytin 
The chlo rophyll ~ concentration for the Little Bear River during 
1974-76 reached a high of 6 . 7 in the middle of November (Figure 37). The 
remainder of the year the chlorophyll~ concentra tion never went over 3 . 3 
~ g/1 . The study year 1973-74 showed slightly higher concentration s with 
a maximum reading of 9.0 ~g/1 . Pheophytin (Appendix E) made up a vary-
ing percentage (from 0% to 96%) of the chlorophyll ~· In general the 
chlorophyll ~ concentrations were about as they were expected to be from 
the previous year study and were made up of signif i cant amo unt s of 
pheophytin. 
Hardness 
The plot of the hardness concentra tions is s hown in Figure 38 . 
During the spring runof f the ha rdness concentra tion reached a yearly low 
of 158 mg/1. On August 12, 1975 the hardness reached i t s highest con-
centration , during the study, with 344 mg/1. Then the concentra t ion de-
creased until on November 14, 1974 the concentration was 182 mg/1. The 
concentra tion then increased to around 250 mg/1 on the December 3 , 1974 
and remained there until the end of the study on March 24 , 1975. 
Calcium 
The average calcium concentration in the Little Bear River for 1974 -
75 made up abo ut 2/3 of the ave rage total ha rdness (Figure 39). These 
two ve.riables have a similar pat tern. A low of 108 mg/1 was noted on 
May 27 , 1974. Concentrations then increased until August 12, 1974 when 
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Figure 38 . Hardness concentration of Little Bear River for 1974- 75 . 
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Figure 39. Ca l cium concentration as Caco3 of Little Bea r River for 1974-7 5. 
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a high of 212 mg/1 was noted. By November , 19 74 the concentration had de-
creased to 153 mg/1 . For the remainder of the s tudy the calcium concen-
tration remained around 160 mg/1. 
Total Unfilter ed Iron 
Figure 40 shows the graph fo r TUI for 1974-75. The highest concentra-
tion was noted on Harch 31, 1974 with 374 mg/1. The concentration then 
fell sharply to 60 mg/1 and s t ayed in the 50 - 80 mg/1 range for most of 
the remainder of the study year . In August 1974 the concentration in-
creased until on September 9, 1974 it peaked a t 255 mg/1. The concentra-
tion then returned to the 50 - 80 mg/1 range. In ~~rch 1975 the concen-
tration started increasing with the increased spr ing flow. The pattern 
was similar to SS indicating that iron was assoc iated with the SS 
concent rations . 
Total Filtered Iron 
The plot for the TFI follows the same pattern as the one for TUI 
(Figure 41). The highest concen tration ( 144 mg/1) was no t ed on Harch 31, 
1974,it then decreased to about 50 mg/1 with a n inc rea se in August and 
Sep t ember. The co ncentration then dropped back to the 50 mg/1 and r e-
mained there until the end of Harch when it started incr easing. These 
plots of TUl and TFI indicate that s prin g runoff and ag r icuJtural activlties 
we r e the two factors most affecting the iron concen tra tions in the Littl e 
Bea r River . 
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Figure 40. Total unfiltered iron con centrat ion of Little B~ar River [or 
1974-75. 
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CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR WATER QUALITY 
PARAMETERS IN THE LITTLE BEAR RIVER 
The correlation between ARD and CAL (95.0%) was especially high 
(Table 8). TEMP correlat ed with DO at -73.7%. SS co rre l ated with TFI 
(87 . 3%) and TUI (80.4%). OFP co rrelated wi th ARD (81.3%), CAL (85.3%), 
and FLOW (-75.2%) . TFP correlated with TUP (81 . 0%). TFI co rre l ated with 
TUI (86.2%) . The cor r ela tion between forms of phosphorus, iron, and of 
calcium/ hardness demonst r ated an interdependency type of relationship . 
The correlation between SS and the TFI and TUI demonstr a t ed a cause a nd 
effect type relationship. The co rrelation be tween OFP and FLOW did show 
a cause and effect type relationship , but a weak one. 
Table 8 . Correlation coefficients fo r variables in the Li ttle Bear Rive r , 
1974-75 . 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Physical/Chemical/Biological Relationships 
The artificial destratification system installed in Hyrum Reservoir 
was not able to produce isothermal conditions; however, a marked thermo-
cline did not occur. The destratification process did lower the tempera-
ture gradient to 2° - 3°C from top to bottom for most of the year. l<hile 
destratification redistributed heat throughout the reservoir , it did so 
without changing the weighted average temperature. This agrees with de-
stratification results obtained by Drury et al. (1975) for previous years. 
The effect of artificial destratification on DO was similar to that 
observed for temperature with the exception being during periods of algal 
blooms. Destratification redist ributed the DO to the hypolimnion of the 
reservoir, where anaerobic conditions had prevailed in previous years. 
This increase of DO in the hypolimnion has been reported by Knoppert et 
al. (1970), Laverty and Nielson (1970), and Ridly et al. (1972). The 
increased weighted average DO concentrations observed during destratifi-
ca tion were apparently the result of algal blooms. The DO concentrations 
were approximately the same as for the two years before this study (Drury et 
al., 1975) suggesting that a minimal amount of oxygen was transferred by 
the aeration system. 
Although H2S was not measured, no H2s smell after artificial destrati-
fication was observed . Irrigation waters from Hyrum Reservoir are drawn 
off the bottom from an outlet located about 25 meters from the aerator. 
During stratified years irrigators had mentioned that the water had a 
"smell" to it. The removal of the "smell" (H2 S) is attributed to th e 
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aerobic conditions maintained in the hypolimnion of the reservoir during 
destratification . 
Schmalz (1971) determined that phosphorus in the sediments of Hyrum 
Reservoir were predominately organic in nature . The assumption that the 
phosphorus was tied up organically and not complexed with other ions, such 
as iron, agree with the research results. If the weighted averages for 
phosphorus had changed dramatically between the aerobic condition during 
destratification and the anaerobic condition of stratification, this would 
have tended to show the phosphorus was in an inorganic form . A slight de-
crease in the phosphorus concent ra tion from anaerobic to aerobic conditions 
was obse rved . Mortimer (1974), Garrell et al . (1977), Lorenzen and 
Mitchell (1975), McMahon (1969), and Cowen et al. (1976) all mention iron 
complexing with inorganic phosphorus and t he effects of anaerobic versus 
aerobic conditions on this transformation. 
At the pH and iron concen tration found in Hyrum Reservoir a solubility 
graph (Morgan and Stumm, 1965) showed that most of the iron would be com-
plexed as ferric hydroxide . They also mention that due to the small size 
of ferric hydroxide it is extremely difficult t o remove it by filt ration. 
While filtering can give an approximate estimate, a centri fuge would be 
best in determining particulate iron concentrations. 
The bathophenanthroline method used in the iron determination is con-
sidered reliable and accurate . The precision of this method is acceptable 
down to 50 ~g/1 with standard deviation of up to 25 percent and a relative 
error of 13 percent (APllA, 1971) . The concentration of iron in Hyrum 
Reservoir is near this lower limit of detectability. There is a low iron 
concentration (0.055 mg/1) in Hyrum relative to other systems, groundwate r , 
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anaerobic hypolimnion, and USPHS Drinking Water Standards (0.3 mg/1). 
Total sediment iron constitutes 2 . 5 percent of dry weight (Cowan et al., 
1976). 
The aerobic condition of the hypolimnion affected processes other 
than those chemical transformations such as iron, phosphorus and sulfurs . 
Aerobic conditions allowed trout to utilize this area of the reservoir. 
In the past the warm epilimnion and anaerobic hypolimnion forced the trout 
population of the reservoir into the Little Bear River or killed them. 
Destratification maintained aerobic conditions in the deeper portion of 
the reservoir which allowed the trout to escape the warm waters near the 
surface. In an other study destratification increased the numbers of 
macroinvertebrates by a llowing more of the wa ter volume to be utilized 
for growth (Ferraris, 1977). 
Destratification did have a pronounced effect on the a lgal popula-
tions. Drury (1975) noted that chlorophyll a concentrations increased 
tenfold during the summer Aphanizomenon bloom which occured in 1972 
(stra tified year) to the one in 1973 (destratified year). During the sec-
ond yea r of destratification the chlorophyll ~ concentration was twice what 
was seen the first year of destratification and twenty times that of the 
stra tified year. Lorenzen (1973) has theorized that a light-limited situa-
tion occurs and the a lgal biomass decreases linearly with the depth of 
mixing. The effect of decreasing the mixed depth would mean an ove rall in-
crease in light and so an increase in biomass. The effective mixed depth 
is defined as the depth of the epilimnion during s tratification and the 
depth of uniform phytoplankton distribution du ring artificial destratifica-
tion . During 1972-73 the epilimnion depth was 6 meters and during 1973-74 
the effective mixed depth of Aphanizomenon was 2 meters (Drury et al ., 
1975). The effective mixed depth of Aphanizomenon for 1974-75 was 1 meter. 
The decrease in the effective mixed depth and the co rresponding increase 
in biomass supports Lorenzen's theory. 
Depth of sample and the a lgal population distribution were both im-
portant natural fac tors affecting the water quality of Hyrum Reservoir. 
Alga l blooms we r e a major factor contributing to high DO concentrations . 
The DO approached 1.5 times sa turation under the ice during the winter 
alga l bloom. During the summer bloom near sa tura tion DO concentr a tions 
were obse r ved throughout the water column. Algal blooms also affected 
phosphorus concentrations . Algal blooms utilized the available phosphorus 
(P04-P) fromthe water. This resulted in very low concentrations near the 
surface with increasing concentration with depth. 
Depth was a major influence on many of the variables studied in Hyrum 
Rese r voir . Temperature, dissolved oxygen, suspended solids, phosphorus, 
algae and tota l iron all showed high correlation with depth. Both the 
surface and the bottom sedimen ts served as sources o r sinks for th e vari-
ous variables. The time of year and/or the specific variable determined 
whether there was a positive or negative gradient with depth. 
While depth and algae largely affected the quantitative distribution 
of variables in the water column the influent flow from the Little Bear 
River and the spring and fall overturns played major roles in determining 
the concentration of the variab les. Except for t empe rature and dissolved 
oxygen , the Little Bear River and the spring and fall ove rturns r enewed 
or s upplied those chemical variables found in the water column. 
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Application of Results 
The main effect of destratification in Hyrum Reservoir was to prevent 
anaerobic conditions in the hypolimnion. Aerobic conditions allowed fish 
and macroinvertebrates to survive in the l ower and somewhat cooler depths. 
In the past these lower waters became devoid of oxygen which forced the 
fish to the surface layers of the reservoir. The surface waters warmed up 
as the summer progressed and gradually became too warm for trout. The 
trout were forced between the lower waters that were anaerobic and the 
upper waters that were t oo warm until they had to l eave the reservoir or 
die. 
Another problem when the hypolimnion becomes anaerobic is that hydro-
gen sulfide (HzS) is formed. In Hyrum this HzS is what gave the irriga-
tion water that was drawn off the bottom of the reservoir a 11 rotten egg" 
smell . While it is only an odor problem in irrigation canals , HzS is 
toxic and can kill fish. Some reservoirs such as Soldier Creek Dam in 
Utah are having this problem in the stream below the dam. In certain 
situations destratification can prevent this type of problem from occurring. 
Bubbling air f r om the deepest point in the reservoir sets up .a cir-
culation pattern. Although this pattern was not noticable t o the eye, 
the entire r eservoir was slowly mixed. It took up to two weeks for this 
mixing to occur when the lake was stratified duri ng the s ummer once the 
aera tor was started. However, this mixing action could be used if the 
entire reservo ir ever needed to be treated wi th chemicals . In some reser-
voirs destratification can be used to improve conditions that are affec t-
ing full utilization of the waters found there. However, each rese rvoir 
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is different and has unique problems which need to be evaluated individual-
ly before a solution, such as destratification, can be recommended. In 
general, the aeration system used in Hyrum Reservoir is a low technology, 
low cost aid in improving water quality and there are situations throughout 
Utah and the Intermountain Region where it could be applied with minimum 
installation cost ($4,125 in 1972) and operational charges ($1,800 in 
1973 and 1974). Although other approaches could be used, the aerator-
mixer seems most cos t-effective, especially in comparison to costs of 
stocking fish in fishery reservoirs. 
Materials Changes in Hyrum Reservoir 
Suspended solids, total phosphorus, hardness, calcium and total iron 
were g raphed to s how the net mass movement within the Hyrum Reservoir sys-
tern. The mass loading was taken from the Little Bear River data. The 
weighted average concentration in Hyrum Reservoir was used to calculate 
the change of mass in the reservoir and in the outflow from the reservoir: 
(Mass from Little Bear River - Mass from outflow below reservoir) 
+ (Mass change in reservoir) = Net mass change to system. 
Mass loading for each date were found by averaging flows or volume changes 
V1 + V2 
such that ~V = ----2---
v2 + v3 
---2-- A positive mass change shows that more 
mass entered the system than left or stayed in the water column, i. e. , the 
mass went into the bottom sediments . On a negative mass change there was 
more mas s leaving than was entering, i.e., the mass was coming from a 
source other than the Little Bear River, probably the bottom sediments in 
the reservoir. 
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There are quantities of suspended solids being deposited in the 
reservoir during the spring and summer months. During the fall and winter 
there was a slight loss in suspended solids. 
During the spring and summer there were wide variations J.n the net 
mass changes of total phosphorus. Overall there was more phosphorus enter-
ing than was leaving. Algal blooms do not appear to affect the changes in 
mass of total phosphorus. 
Hardness and calcium again show an overall positive mass change during 
the spring and summer with a negative change during the fall and winter. 
Total iron also shows the pattern of positive changes during the 
spring and summer with negative change in the fall and winter . 
This pattern of positive changes and fluct uating mass changes during 
the spring and summer and nonfluctuating low level negative changes during 
the fall and winter seem to be influenced mainly by hydraul ic changes. 
The spring and summer were times of high inflow, volume fluctuation in 
the reservoir and high outflows. The fall and winter had small inflows 
and outflows with very little reservoir volume changes. This pattern shows 
a build up of particulate (SS), total P, hardness, calcium and Fe in the 
bottom sedimen ts (assuming the sediment is the sink for this system). 
While there is a material loss from the reservoir during the fall and 
winter months and periods of overturn is not enough t o balance the positive 
buildup during the spring and summer . 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Destratification had a significant impact on Hyrum Reservoir water 
quality. The following conclusions were drawn mainly from the third year 
of the three years of study: one year of stratified conditions and two 
of destratified. (Not all variables were observed for all three years of 
the study.) 
Destratification was accomplished by injecting air at the deepest 
point in Hyrum Reservoir. There were significant year to year hydraulic 
variations which may account for come of the variation between study years. 
General Conclusions 
1, Thermocline destruction was accomplished with a low energy artificial 
destratification process. Completely isothermal conditions were not 
obtained. 
2. Destratification prevented anaerobic conditions in the bottom waters 
of the reservoir. By mainta ining aerobic conditions a much larger 
portion of the reservoir was made available to aerophilic rnacro-
inYertebrates and to trout. 
3. The net increase in dissolved oxygen was attributed to algal blooms 
rather than the destratification process, which added essentially no 
oxygen. 
4 . During the summer the algal bloom was the major contributor to the 
significant increase in suspended solids . 
5. Tenperature, dissolved oxygen , suspended solids, phosphorus forms, 
and total unfiltered iron all varied with depth . 
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6. The major factors affec ting the observed variables in Hyrum Reservoir, 
whether stratified or destratified, were algal blooms, the interaction 
of bottom sediments with overlying waters especially in conjunction 
with spring and fall overturn , and the impact of materials and water 
flow from the Little Bear River. 
Algal Effec ts on Water Quality 
7. The Aphanizomenon bloom appeared about a month later during the 
second year of destratification than during the first. The appear-
ance of Aphanizomenon was about the same time for the stratified year 
as the second year of destratification. These two years had more 
similar hydrologic patterns than the middle year, which apparently 
contributed to the timing of the algal blooms . 
8 . Destratification increased t he Aphanizomenon concentration as mea-
sured by chlorophyll a . A trebling in the maximum observed chloro-
phyll a was observed during the second year of destratification as 
compared to the first. 
9. The winter algal population, as measured by the maximum chlorophyll~ 
concentration, increased by two to four times over the first year of 
destratification. 
10. The algal biomass increased substan tially each year of destratifica-
tion, both in the summer and the winter . 
Iron - Phosphorus Interaction 
11. Hyrum reservoir has a low concentration of iron in the water column 
(annual average total iron= 55 ~g/1) . 
12. Destratification by creating aerobic conditions in waters directly 
ove rlying the sediment prevents reduced iron (Fe II) from entering 
the water column and maintains the complexed forms found in the 
sediments . 
13. According to equilibrium equations most of the iron complexed in 
Hyrum Reservoir water column is in the form of ferric hydroxide, 
along with small amounts of ferric phosphate. 
14. Most of the phosphorus in the sediments were organic in nature. 
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Since the phosphorus was tied up with organics, aerobic or anaerobic 
conditions would not affec t the phosphorus concentrations in the 
water column as much as would occur in iron phosphate sediment types 
of lakes. 
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APPENDICES 
Appendix A 
Hiscellaneous Information and Data for Hyrum l{cservuj r 
and the Lit tle Bear River 
Table A-1. The flow of the Little Bear River near Paradise, Utah, from 
1938 through 1975. Flow data obtained from Lh e USGS. 
Year 
1975 
1974 
1973 
1972 
1971 
1970 
1969 
1968 
1967 
1966 
1965 
1964 
1963 
1962 
1961 
1960 
1959 
1958 
1957 
1956 
1955 
1954 
1953 
1952 
1951 
1950 
1949 
1948 
1947 
1946 
1945 
1944 
194 3 
1942 
1941 
1940 
1939 
1938 
Flow ac-ft/yr 
87,330 
90,600 
84,800 
102,200 
56,200 
57,200 
82,560 
63,020 
80 , 390 
54,060 
70,625 
54 ,530 
37,650 
80 ,670 
25,620 
41, 540 
37 , 950 
64 , 720 
67,450 
74, 100 
55,160 
40,360 
56,760 
100,200 
82,260 
94,340 
74,380 
80,250 
56,160 
85,030 
68,000 
47 , 040 
65 , 540 
52,000 
35 ,270 
30,960 
44, 130 
67 490 
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Appendix B 
Water Quality Measurements in Hyrum Reservoir 
Table B-1. Water quality measurements in Hyrum Reservoir . 
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,,,!> s.• 11,, 1.1 
ll," "i,'t tl,ll }, G 
ll, "i 5," II,~ '• {I 
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I o' • ~ 0,' \1 
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Appendix C 
Example of Weighted Average Calculation 
Weighted average example calculation 
for temperature on September 18, 1974 
Table C-1. Horizontal interva ls, incremental and total volumes used in 
calculating the weighted avera ge. 
Interval 
From 
Bottom 
m 
0-3 
3-6 
6-9 
9-12 
12-15 
15-16 
15-17 
15-18 
18-18.5 
18-19 
18-20 
18-21 
Weighted average 
temperature 
Incremental 
Volume 
106 m3 
0.63 
l. 35 
2.15 
3.07 
4. 16 
l. 60 
1. 66 
4.91 
0.93 
l. 85 
3.72 
4.46 
Total 
Volume 
106 m3 
11.40 
13.00 
14 .66 
16.3 
17. 2 
18. 1 
20 .0 
20.7 
Inc r ementa l 
Volume 
Average 
0 Temperature C 
on September 18, 1974 
16. 1 
16.2 
16.3 
16.4 
16.8 
E (incrementa l volume) (ave rage temperature of) 
incremental volume 
tota l volume 
90 
W.A. temperature (0.63)(16. 1) + (1. 35)(16.2) + (2.15)(16.3) + (3 . 07)(16.4) 
+ (4 .1 6) (16 .8)/11.4 
Appendix D 
Correlation Coefficient Matrices 
Ta ble D-1. Correlation coefficien t matrices. 
1-IY~IJ M A£~lHVOIR' 33174 
R COH F 
I Tfi'.P 
41.4 
' 
uo -30.1 
.g 1,8 •4 1 .1!1 
' 
... 51.8 23,5 
-~2.8 17 I' •32,2 
• OFP -21,7 ·715.4 •2:1i o8 
'·" '"·. 
•71.1!1 2".15 
' 
TFP .:u. e IH.2 •34.2 
'·' 
•54,5 15.7 ... 
• TUP 11.7 -ss.J 
. ,,, 
57.1!1 ••• 71.1 48.1 7 PH 70.111 •7 .z 41,5 
'·' 
•52.g •33,1 e;.e 
• "0 .;se;.e '·' 
.g,;s 
-54.1 ... •75 . 7 •14,2 
t CAl. ... :z.; .,.,, 43,2 
57·" •415,4 U,l 
11 HL • 12.2 "·' 
'·" 
•24ol 
II TF! ... 
.es.s 
l2 TU% 
Table D-2. Correla tion coefficient matrices. 
MY .,• H f~[ .Jt i" V'l fjoj 41 ;\74 
'- CflfFf 
)..\.1 ' 
' 
oa - J~ . 7 
.. ] j , f'i 
' 
TSS 11,3 
- ~3 .5 
• OFP '·' 3 8,4 
' 
TFP 
'·' se.~ 
' 
T tJP 63 ,7 
82,1'i 
7 •• .. 9J.Il 
.. a>~.a 
' " " 
61,2 
·84.9 
• CAL -27.2 42 ,8 
10 Hl . -2~.8 
43 ,15 
II 
'" 
30. 2 
ge .1 
12 TU! 
-21\," 
- 153.7 
-1~ . 8 • 6l ,, 
.. 52 . 2 ·1 0t' , O 
64 , 3 .. :zJ,l.l dQ.e 
38.7 4:5. ~ 
26.8 •64. ~ •7,1 
•14.7 5 ~ .7 
•52.3 
'·' 
.. :z.,.:s 
v.:z 17.2 
15~.1 28.15 -2.'il 
24,, 7,3 
153,7 22 , 8 l iol ,:l 
24,15 29 .7 
•4,1 2~.' 
•llo 4 
•HI,0 
•J0.1 
••Uo2 
·57 .J 
•57 .~ 
•81.2 
40 .1 
10.2 
•0,2 
91 
•83 ,2 
... 
43.6 22.21 
.ec.• 
83.1 
oo6 J 1 ] 
·24,8 
·37,1!1 
-25.5 
., •• l 
24.~ 
92 
Table D-3. Cor r ela tion coeff i c ient matrices . 
.. 'f~. ,., :O t_ .)t_O y(I J't 4?77•1 
• ( lo(f F 
I Tf•:l-
7•1,,1' 
, I' U · 01 , J 
• .j;.l, " ·So~. 8 
, T!IS - 7!1,2 •lt\1,7 
~7 , 2 - ~ t 0 2 4b , J 
. OFP lt , l 40. ~ .. 
87, 0 18,2 .• · 6 l,e 
• TFP - :16 ,7 ·" 
- s~ . t -'5 6 ,7 
·3111 ,3 .. 
'·' 
- 8ij ,2 76 ,2 
. TUP 
·' 
72.1 21,6 ~91,l .. 
·' 
•14, 4 ._8. ~ •8&, 6 .  - 77,4 
' '" 
·1 ~ .5 74,8 •68,3 
·" 
·94,9 
·" 
·78,3 · 71 ,15 .. 4:5,9 
' 
••o .. '·' 
.. 715,16 
815 ,7 
·' ·'' 
4:5,8 
' 
,., 
-11, ~ .. .. 61,1 
- 42,4 .. .. 
•• 
"' 
. .. 78,7 
.. 81,;1 
II 
"' 
.. 4 8,6 
,0 
" 
TUI 
Table D-4. Correla tion coefficient matrices. 
1-oY.., l ll" ~:>t ;)f~ VI" I q -;137·\ 
• tO EFF 
I Tff" 10 
77 · ·' 
' 
1.' 0 
-"'7 ,fl 
- 74 , t'l •5r ,7 
l 
'" 
.. t:l"i. ~ JJ,!'i 
82,:5 
'·' 
32,7 
• OFP .. 
'" 
.. 
2 1!1 , (i11 .. 1.8 .. J~ .1 
' 
TFP lB , 9 .. 9 , ti J5,.i! 
SH~,8 .. •1,7 
'·' 
24,1 
' 
TUP .. 17,4 • 2 , 1 0:5,0 .. 
·' 
99 ,9 17,1 •8:5,7 .. 31,:5 
' '" 
gg,a 519,111 •74,lil .. 3,3 
.. 9Sl,8 •1 9 ,11 .. ;t ,4 
• ••o .. •18 , 8 .. 23, 9 99,9 .. .. 99,111 
' '" 
.. t] ,] 
·' 
99,8 
-17 . 2 
·' 
,0 
" "' 
• .  99,7 
.. 
""·' II 
"' 
-:n. 1 
.. 
" 
l UI 
93 
Tabl e D-5. Correlation coefficient matrices. 
"' ~'"' lJ "" j;: :i~. l) ~ 0 I'" "i 2!'17 4 
• COU F 
1 rt r1r 
f) ].~ 
2 uO 
-7 2 . ~ 
- !17 ·' • 91 ,1 
' 
T~ .~ 
-78,1 
·65,2 
<l ... fl •76,8 oo l!),J 4 OFP 1:16,4 
.. go.~ 
•24 0 } !.1 ~ . 7 g;,2 17,1 42,2 
' 
TFP 87 .a •22,6 4"'·' •7 1i1,6 bl!,4 •3,9 •42,8 • 6.5, 2 
.)6 ,8 
' 
TVP 
-3 9,4 
•41,6 77,1 ts9 , .5 .. ·18,4 •2'1,3 19,7 -~9. 9 
·' 
•64. 7 
' 
PH 
... q,a 
77 ·"' -7!1,7 .. •93,6 ... ,~ . 6 7.5,4 •73,b 
·' 
94 , 9 
' 
uo 
.. 8,8 oo61\ 0 } .. 80,2 
•::l l:l ,J 
-e.; .. 81,6 
' 
CAC 41,.5 .. 93,6 
•42, 9 
·' 
•11,.5 
" 
HL 
' ·' 
•.57 ,A 
II TF! 
.. 
·1'1.5,15 
84,2 
12 TV! 
.. 
Tabl e D-6. Correlation coefficient matrices. 
HY,. ,U '?E ;, !" ..1 '10 1 ~ 6 1174 
' 
r o f.F F 
1 rf "' V 
'" '·' 2 on · 'l9 , 1J 
- ~? . 8 •!':i 1. 9 
' 
rs s 
-d Q, 3 
·2 7 , PI 
1!3,8 
-66,2 
-49,/ 
4 OFP 158,9 
-6 8,/i 33,P' 86,:? 87.4 46,!1 
.. ;W , 2 
' 
TFP eit,7 
-b 5 ,7 •2 2 , 6 •73, 6 ,,.,,"' ·!I~. 3 2,' oo4] 0 fli 4b,6 • n•P "'' "·b 3~ . 4 34 , 9 11,8 
'·' 
-7~.7 
.. " .}(j. ~ •47 ,9 l!l,il 
'·' ' 
PH 
'·' 
36.0 
·77 ,6 • 8,7 1!1,4 ... 18,3 •64, ::1 •22 ,!5 •ti,6 
' 
••o .... ~. 1 
-12.4 •44, J 
.. ;n.• 31 .7 1b.6 ll.J -•u.~ 
' 
CAL 
-46·" 31'5.4 II.J 
-38.6 •, 7 36. ~ 10 
"' ' 
-11'1.9 
. I 
SQ • ~ 
-10.7 
11 T'I ~8.7 
99.SI 
12 TV! 
94 
Table D-7. Corre l a tion coefficient ma trices. 
1-!VI. JI :-'f ,)J:." \ti l~ t~n111 
• CllfFF 
I TEr-~P 
77 ,? 
2 uo 
·1515. 0 
·~4. 0 •815, t 
' 
T55 
·94 . ~ o.78,9 
~ ~. 4 •911 ,2 •73,l 
• OFP ee.e ·9.4 .2 .. 
97,4 113.9 .. 73,2 
' 
TfP 94.4 .. .H.15 • 12.b (ISI.B .. -·~.· •ll.:S 21,1 
' 
TllP .. ·56,2 25.15 1§1.2 •42.5 
.. -•~ .e ,I •17 . e •86.2 
.... 2.!! 7 PH -~·. 2 .g,e •40, 7 82,1 •8!!.8 
.. 3,0 •45,9 615,4 81 •• 
• .. , .. .. 21 ,e 158,2 e:~,e 
-32,1 .. 76,8 1515,6 
• CAL •11, 4 .. 75,3 
32,9 •14,0 .. 
•• HL • 01!2,4 •1!\.1 11,2 24, !! 
II Tf! 1 3 ,15 
99,9 
12 TU! 
Table D-8. Correla t ion coeffic ient matrices. 
MVhU,o.; POr~·,nt~ 7 07/4 
' 
coo~ 
I TE"'P 
Y"i,"' 
' 
uo .. y?,,J 
.. Q7 . ~ 
-95 , 6 
' 
TS~ 
·114,6 
-rn.o 
1!7,6 •97 .a •iH5 , U 
' 
OFF 95,3 .. g •• ~ 79,7 
90 ,!'1 A8,ti 78,4 •31,1 , 
'" 
90,6 -67 ,(ll •UI,t' -9,1 
"'·J •78,1'1 ..• . .. 19,6 
' 
TUP -fl~. 3 3 :L7 "'22, 8 78,13 14,7 
-75,. 2e,11 •10 ,3 -c!!,e 7,0 
•71,1 7 PH 2!1,8 •7 .3 •8 6,4 ... •lf4,0 
-7 '1,2 12,4 .. ]8 , 4 
·' 
81!,15 
• ••o oo:lJ,Q oo8J,} •1 8 , " 158,1 
!!15,!1 8~. 4 .. 23 , 4 90,2 
• CAL .. 61,2 51.~ lb,Q ...J~.~ ·67 .1 •6tli,3 ,. HL • .. 82,5 .I 
33.3 •25,0 
II TFJ -~g. 5 
ooJ3,5 
12 TU! 
95 
Table D-9 . Correlation coefficient matrices. 
"''floiiH' ':!E;:~f~'-' rd " 72"'4 
k Cflf. fF 
I 1 ~ ~'P 
S,? , 4 
' 
<JO 
- 91 , t 
.. Q~ . jl; • 119,6 
.I ns -:.19, 3 
· 8Q , 8 
r'l7.t •98.7 - lll , 6 
. O'P !.18,7 
-95,' 
·" Q8 0 ~ 9.4 ,? 
·" 
•l'i1, 7 
' 
T'P ~3.2 .. • 72,2 •159,8 
!-12,8 .. 62 , 3 • 72 , 1\ •11,b 
' 
TUP .. ]':j,] 73 , 8 24,0 2 9,'1 
... 153 , 8 6 4,~ • 23 , 0 2 ':i ,2 811,4 7 PH b7 ,I 6!S , 6 •31,7 •12,8 8 9 , !5 
·" 
78,5 • 31,1 • 29,7 •9 0 ,1 
• ARO .. •4,1!1 •23,4 · 88 , 2 4J , e .. • 32,7 • 87 , 5 9 
"' 
·24 , Q .. • !il2 , 2 
12 . 9 •42 .1 .. 
I. rll A 115, 4 
-ae.t 
'·3 • 6 1 ,1 
II 
"' 
2,3 
2b , 8 
12 TlJI 
Table D-10. Correlation coefficient matrices. 
H'OdJ'" f'lt ~ t '-IV~ !P.' 81214 
' 
(.(•EFF 
I H r-~-> 
::-:' , 11 
2 pn - 42,6 
.. [1 CI , 9 
-66 , 2 
3 ns - !.17,1't -9 ~ . 9 
97,2 • 99,5 - 118,6 
• UFP 99,2 · !oll\ ,8 
·" 97.7 98 . 4 .. .. , t. 8 
' 
TF P 98,4 .. • 32 , 6 •20,8 
08,9 .. JJ ,2 •4!ii,(S "15 ,2 
0 TUP .. 21,7 48 , ,. 8 4, 6 ·3 2 , 1 
.. 29 , 1 o 4,2 • 84 ,8 •1 7 ,6 
- 8 -':5 , 2 
7 PH 34,4 52,9 .. au, t 19,2 ·65, 9 
·" 
53 , 8 ·!5,6 11,8 t)], l 
• AR[. 
·' 
-8 2 , 2 18 ·' :54, 9 - ~J . 3 .. 
'·' 
ei4, 0 
9 
"' 
-•7.!5 , 0 !5~ .7 
· 2111 . ? •33 . ~ 
·" l A Hl . 4 , 7 315.1 
• J7.1 ·7. 2 
II 
"' 
-tt 2 . 7 
70.3 
12 TUJ 
96 
Table D-11. Correlation coefficient matrices. 
I-1Y~o'J" "t ~ F ~. ' ""J ll FlnJ4 
. CO(f F' 
I Tf " P 
!.I ,; 
2 no -71,2 
~ !.o"' . J •86,2 
3 TS~ 
-61'i,J 
... at,7 
b9,6 •96,~ oo7o, t 
4 OFP 97,6 •!13,") 68,g 
74 , 4 99,6 6~. 3 • 48,4 
' "" 
71,8 
-99 .7 •7 0 ,4 
-llil,8 
Sl8,8 ·66, 4 8~. 9 -~2, I 116. ~ 
• TUP -'J7 ,6 61,9 72,3 b9 ,1 •7 0,9 
·!H1,3 80,7 9~ 0 2 • ;)2 ,9 •61·,9 
' "•88,3 
' 
PH 8::!,2 72,6 •6H,3 39,9 •8,,4 
-85,3 72,5 .. 5:J,2 l54.1 68,3 8 ••o -be, o11 •40,4 41S,8 9!5,5 61!,~ ::11,0 45,7 72,1 
• 
"' 
•8 ,2 •38,2 71,4 
•!>3,8 •2.1 .. 6!5,0 
10 
"' 
. !17. 9 46,8 
•69,9 P3,6 
II TFI ·filil,6 
82.1 
12 TUI 
Table D-12. Correlation coefficient matrices. 
~ Y~ IJ~I ~~H. 'iV' l ";' o),I Q ]4 
• rnUF' 
I Tf• •P 
t·J ,I 
' 
,n •11,'"1 
-7 3. ~· • 3 fi,SI 
3 1 s~. -t1(,7 •J?.I 
I"~ 0 9 .. 851.4 9J , I'i 
4 OFP 09, J 65,6 54 . 2 
98,0 
-6,6 ~d . 2 ·7 .a 
' "' 
ooJ2,9 
··' 
oo 52,b •7 3 ,4 
- ;,HI,J -77,15 '10,2 •21. 7 •111,9 
• TUP -7 ~.1 !ib,J - 11.~ . 2 • 8 , 8 10,5 
'"'· 7 
6~.8 1.2 
'· 4 
..,.,,2 
-J9,2 
' 
PH 11,9 
'·' 
1,, 87. ~ •02.2 
.. 4.2 
-:58.0 · 3.1 77.1 68.2 
' 
••o •8.3 -4.8 8QI.8 S7 . 6 
11.1 -1 ~ . 7 1,1 66.4 
' 
,,, 29.6 ·28.:5 •:5 8 .4 
-15.4 ~51. 2 - 26.6 
" "' 
• -Jll.l'i 21.-4 
-l il.!'i 10.9 
II TFI .. J4.4 
"~· 4 12 TUI 
9 7 
Table D-13. Correlation coeff i c ient matrices . 
... Y " !I .. ~ [ ;,f f.(VC Jl~ 9 1~7 4 
• c 11E ~ f 
I Tt r•P 
16 ,..: , l'O 
-2 2,6 
• t) 2 . Fi •43,9 
' 
r.c; !' 
-!.l"i,l N:57,5 
78. ~ •841,1 •32,1 
' 
or p 79, ;'1 4 2 ,1 25 . {~ 
Sl ::i, ~ 13,6 01,1:1 
'·· ' 
TFP 
·33, 4 
· 92 . 7 
- 2.:,7 58,3 
·I A, PI •8:5,9 
-30,9 •5,1!1 •24.~ • TUP ·16,6 2J.A •7, !> 72,::1 •75,11 11,3 .. -3,1:1 
'" 2!1,15 .. 2.,,5 
'"' ·8 7 PH -t1 8 ,3 .. .. eJ.t -2.3 •11.4, 15 
.. J , v •35,1 •43 ,5 38,9 90,0 
• 
" " 
25,0 9t,2 32 ,1 73 , 4 
-7.1 43,1 •17 ,9 71,1 
• CAL -tia,::s -2;,,g •12, 9 
•43, (11 !l6,A •80,3 10 HL 
' 
•72,15 •21 ,3 
-a. -1 34,0 
II T'l .. ::; 1. 3 
-30,7 
12 TU J 
Table D-14. Correlation coefficient matrices. 
lo<YII !!t. ~l _,t P V., I -1 \ Wi\ 314 
" 
COEFF 
J Tf i"P 
.. tl , .t 
2 
"" 
- II~ · . :) 
.. ., ,~ . 5 -~t ·' 
' "' 
-!.In, 4 .. ~ 7 ,IJ 
32,7 •9'11,1!1 •0:5,;:, 
' 
OF P ':) 7 .~ 
- 97 . 9 d7 ,8 
!:14 , 1! 116,1 99 ,7 • 68,:5 
' 
T>P !.1~1 . 5 ·56.7 -99,7 
·87. 7 
99,2 •94, 7 ~6 . 2 •99,7 ~6. 3 
' 
TlJP oo!ol9,9 9~. 0 56.6 53, 3 •87 ,a 
-99,1 99 ,11 !.14 ,7 45 , 2 •951,7 
.. !,IPJ , 6 7 PM 99 , 21 9Q.9 •b8.7 !i6 . 6 •99.1 
·99 . 9 99.1 •46.0 94.7 :58.5 
' 
••o ·SIQ. 9 •35.3 99.9 95.3 
99 . 9 •11. 0 9!il .l 99.8 
• CAL · •1.7 •SI9.9 98.9 
... 7.0 99 .9 •9W. 5 ,. HL 
' 
9W .9 99.8 
•47 .I 99.5 
II " I -•5.5 
gQ.5 
12 rut 
98 
Table 0-1 5 . Correlation coefficient matrices . 
J"Y)'I'., l'~~f " Vr1 I~ } 111?74 
k CI'Ef f 
I rn w 
l •"l , V' 
' 
1>0 -99,2 
.., !!Q , '2 •98. ~ 
' 
H~ .. s;e, ~ 
·!il5,5 
<.i 9,tl -!il~. 5 
-a0. • 
' 
OFP ill4 ,5 ·8 1J . 4 79,1'1 
0 4,1 75,6 79,0 ltll,5 
' 
Tf P 73.-a - 83,2 81, , 5 
'·' 86, 9 •83,1 •73 ,7 ' .. 4i!,~ 
• TIIP -75,5 ..,. ... , ?J •11, 111 40,k) l!i ,l 
•1':18, 11 •8 2, 4 -11.3 "'43.0 15,3 
-!1 9,0 
' 
~ •VJ, !i •11,5 •42,4 •9. 6 •ill!il,0 
!5 2,4 1 ~. 2 •52 . ~ .. 5,9 Iii!~. 1 
' ·~ ... oo 28,9 •25, \'! !il8,6 -3~. 4 32 , 5 • 2 7,1 sn. 0 
' 
CAL JJ,tl •17,8 74,3 
•3l,!il 49,3 •82,2 
'" 
~ . -61'. !i •74,3 
69.~ -e.a 
II U! .. :H,3 
-5,9 
12 TU! 
Table D- 16 . Co rrelation coefficient ma tr ices. 
fO,.'I"' -If ' ~ '>\'n I >1 1"· ' 17 4 
' 
C:'1HF' 
I T[••P 
.. 
' 
t:f' 
·" 
. Q!i,l .. 
3 T~:, _,., .~ , 0 
1'14,8 ~5. 8 
·' 
' 
OFP -14,4 - 3,8 .. 
-5~.91 2,2 <1 . 0 .. 
• UP '·' 
•4 6 ,4 -Jb,7 .. 
'·' 
·31,8 21:1.1 • 24 ,3 .. 
' 
TLJ P 83 , 2 •44,1 17,7 54,4 .. 
74,15 •27 o f- ·35,6 - ~0.!5 St,b .. 
7 ~ -J:i ,!i 3~. 3 •38, 7 •4!i,ll •13, 9 
... ~.6 .. ,,, 43,2 •8 A ,8 •I 1 , 0 
• '"" 
19, 0 76,1 21,9 23,6 
42.9 93, 4 12 . ~ 47,3 
• ClL -43,6 13.9 - ~2 . 3 -4.~ 61. ~ oo 22 ,.; 
,. m . 11 .6 .. J&.3 
2"1.:/ 24 ,0 
II 
"' 
·~I'. 6 
.;P.6 
12 TU! 
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Table 0-17. Corre lation coefficien t matric s . 
11'1'1- l• ' ' q ;,tlolll o1 J1:> I II ~ 7 4 
• r u ~ f ~ 
1 lt r•P 
. :'1\,7 
' 
uo 
' ·' _ ..,, . 3 l'l5,7 
' 
r s~ ,.fl O ,~ - 2J.7 
3 4,6 ooJ1o6 •!!.1,1 
. uFP :'lti,l 2Q, 2 
·" J7 .~ 19,3 
·" 
-~ 9. 6 
' 
TI-'"P 
·11.2 
·' 
13 , 7 
·" -8,91 .. 17,4 J7 .2 ~4,5 
• TIIP .. 1J.4 -:\ ~ . J 
·' 
-3~. J 
.. !'17 .9 .. 36 ,7 '" 24,4 37.7 
-e1 ·' 7 PH 34,5 oo\ ~ 0 6 • 3,3 -J1,!5 59.!il 
.. oo21,J •31,1 •35, 0 •2<1,6 
' 
... .. • 2 ,7 20,3 ooJ4 0 0 
-l't\,7 .. •61,1 44,6 
' 
C4L ... 82 , 1 .. • 6,4 
76,7 •23,3 .. I. HL . 75,'J ea.~ 
24,7 2,7 
11 T'I ·:53,6 
51!1,7 
12 TUI 
Table 0-18 . Correlation coefficient matrices. 
HY~ J 1 ~ESt:.QV(I{Iol 1:?~:,/A 
• c.nHF 
1 H I p 
·" 2 
"" ··' _., 1. 7 
' 
T 5~ •• 0 
·" 57 ,'5 46,< .. 
• ore .. o."l , J 31 , 2 
.. 
oollo ~ .. !'\8 , 8 .  
·' 0 HP -46,4 
·" ·' ·" 75 , 15 .. ... • 2.., , 0 .. 
' 
TUF .. 41 . ~ -7 ,8 9:\ , 3 .. 
.. 0,4 10 , !) • 57 ,g 2~. 3 .. 
7 PH -~8 . 7 46 .2 11'1 , 1'1 18 , 9 ·81,5 
,0 •12.4 28,0 65,3 66 .3 
8 ••u .. ... 12 0 ~ 
·' 77,4 .. •4 2,2 • 21, 7 
' 
CAL 25,8 .. •6 , 7 
.. 9 ,5 74 , 1 .. 
10 HL • "1·" · 29.8 39.1 . .. 
11 TF! . 9 •• 8 
-3 6.5 
12 TUI 
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Table D- 19 . Correlation coefficient matrices. 
,., Y'-1 I~ !..tl' :;~ .1 vn I 1 \ ., 1 ~ /4 
' 
('l"fF" 
I nrro 
.. 
7 uo 
·' 
·' l 
"' ·' ·' .. ,., 
. 
"" ·'' ·" 
.. 
·" ·' 
.. .. 
' '" 
.. .. , 0 .. 
.. .  .. .. .. 
• TuP .. .. .. .. .  
·' 
.. , 0 .. .. ,0 
' 
PH .. .. , o 
·' 
.. 
.. .. .. .  .  
' 
AR(l , 0 .. , 0 
·' .. .. .  .  
• CAL .. .. , ? 
.. .. .. 
10 ~ A .. .. 
.. .. 
II 
"' 
.. 
.. 6 ' ~ • 3 
" 
TUJ 
Table D-20. Co rrelation coeffic ient matrices . 
t<Y,.t .t' 'oli-H~Vf'llU I ~31 7 4 
' 
Crttff" 
I TE 1~ P 
- Jo,(l 
' 
uo 0~ ,7 
-3 ', I' ~9 • ..: 
l TS. .. 42, 6 31,4 
55,1 - 6 1 ,Q •73,1 
. ~· .. . \1,6 J& • . l H.t! 18 •• -52, t' ·47,.j -~9 • ., 
' 
TFP -J",!'i 58.2 17 . v. -17,2 
13,4 :\4,0 -!55,5 • 18 ,7 •91,7 
• TUP ·10,8 
..,J I" ,Ii · 26.1 63 , 3 23,4 
-9'\1,2 
'·' 
• 65 , I • 61j,4 -22,0 -6~.6 
' 
PH 78,8 Q,Q • 46,1 l !il ,t 21,3 
-77,3 43,1 - .5,2 •42,4 •::17,4 
• IG 
.. JI'i, 6 93,'t 26 , 2 -·~.!:.~ 
.5J , J ·!ii6,Q ..., .,,J J6,:J 
• CAL 77 ,6 ltl.l !ilt,7 32 . 4 •45, J .. ~a . s 
10 ~ I 41,4 64. ~ 
-22 ,R 57·"' 
II "I 112,6 
:tt,e 
" 
TUJ 
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Table D-2 1. Corre l a tio n coefficient ma trices. 
,..y .. . ,., 
., ~ :, r o IJI"l I l.f 1 1 ~ 7:) 
> cou ~ 
I Tf.r· ;J 
- ~ ·.~ . ;:o 
' 
uu 8 2.6 
• H0 , 9 !I S, t'l 
' 
TS S .. 66 , 2l 97,R 
71.A · 9 ~. 8 41,3 
. OFP 91), 4 -54,4 715,(' 
113,2 72 , 3 -61, 1 • 5 4,2 
, Tr P ;)J, b 31 , 2 H . c 13,4 
:s• . e 67. ~ - 7,4 •4 2,5 • !ilill 0 1 
• TUP 66,4 ·6.,,3 44 , 1 721 , 9 •2 1!! •• 
... • 42 , !il 2,il! • 52 , 1 • 2 .7 
'"·1 7 
"" 
47,.tl 25 .1 • 9 6 , 2 1 .1 ·54,1 
- 6 5,9 10,2 •81,3 • 1?1,2 34,6 
• " O -29,5 .. 2., ,3 •15. ~ e 1. ~ 
'·' 
· 95 , 1 -.0,1 l'ie,A 
' "' 
67,0 ·215,4 21,2 
22 , 5 33,8 87.7 
" 
HL • 6!il,5 .. e2,5 J~ , g •·HI,2 
II TFJ - ~n . ~ 
- c7 ,7 
12 TUJ 
Ta ble D-22. Correlation coeffici ent matrices. 
>i'l'lo' U 'l ..l t. :,l lf 'J f' l R ? f' 17:) 
' 
c OfF f 
I r ou 
,. (14, 1 
> uo ()I' . ~ 
- ll '!,:_\ P5, 9 
' 
T!S .. ~7 ,3 84,9 
fl fl , 2 .q,. . 3 .i~ . 4 
4 OFP Stl3,2 · 97, 1 d V. ,3 
93 . ~ 94,6 · 65 ,~ - 1"19 , 9 
' '" 
91 , 8 33 ,2 51',4 :,s , 4 
98,0 154,6 -a,9 .. ::,-a,2 ·86,3 
• f li P !i3, 4 - 54 ,R J5 , 7 6 4, 0 !5,7 
::,9 , 9 •40 , ~ 63 , 9 - l'il .~ •ltl,l J J .~ 
' 
PH -4-i,l 4'2,7 • !il l,d ;)4 , 1 •21,4 
-9~ .7 Al),5 -7V. 6 16.6 -7 .o 
• ••o 44. ~ -7 2.~ ... J2.9 
- Jh.:") •44 .8 22.6 2,.0 
• CAL 48.!> .. 13.4 - "i~ ·"' J~.a 30.2 
I" HL • 41.1 -63.8 
"·' 
23.0 
II TFI -47.0 
-7 1.4 
12 TUI 
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Table D-23. Correlation coefficient matrices. 
'HI<I" "t. ~c._~· v I) I~ f' 1 "'i 7~ 
' 
Cl'lf.FF 
I T[ ~~· 
~n . PI 
I Oil 151,2 
-R 1, ~ fl!il,2 
' 
r.c;c; 
-n. g !!4,4 
nr• 
~1. t'l oo R7,4 17,7 
. !)4 , 13 
·il5,4 
·'' "119,i! 91'1, 4 
·" 
92,2 
' "' 
84,4 .. • 79 . !) !il3 , 6 71!,!1 .. 6] . ~ •82,8 • 64,1:1 
• TUP .. 150,7 6J,,. 1!17,1 49,15 
.. ~9.? 6, , 0 
•21.2 •4:),6 
'·' ' '' 
63. ~ 6<! , 9 •R7 o0 4!2 , 9 •30 , 7 .. 67 '' • !)9 ,9 153 ,3 51.4 
• ••o .o -~ 1! . 1 66.~ II!,J 98 , 6 .. .)4,1 15,4 
• 
"' 
·29,9 .. 49,4 
- 34.1'i 34 , 2 .. 10 H' . 26 ·' . .. 
.. !)9,2 ... 
II ,, •6, 7 
-~ 0, I 
12 TUI 
Table D- 24. Correlation coefficien t matrices. 
1-1 '1'..' '1 '1 &; L~H'V!)JW ~ l'l t7:S 
. cnEFf 
I Tf t• D 
-o~4,J 
' 
110 - t15, 4 :l.,. ~ 9!1,4 
J TS !\ - d1,7 9fi ,3 
_,, , 2 
• 64,9 !.lb, !:1 
. orP .. 76,15 · 67 , ti -7 3 , 8 
99,6 .-5;,,6 ol ,l d5 ,4 , 
"' 
c;q,9 l'ifi,ti •94 ,I 88,5 
91, 1 -76 ,9 • !17 ., •Q3,6 •4!1,2 
• TUP - 7!i,l 75,6 ·7 I,J 2!1 . ~ 51,9 
-71.2 IH!l,3 81 ,? 7tt,9 •!1 2,2 
- !IJ,.tl 
' 
PH 7 1 ,.1 l!ri,J -67, 9 •64, 6 !17 , 0 
-46," 74,6 
-67 ·'' :12 . a 19,6 8 ••n ·!It .a •34.4 ~~.1 .... 2.3 
97.:\ 41.6 42.1 .... ~.8 
' 
c•' .. J7 .9 .. st.J •46. 7 ~4tl. 9 4 6 .3 .. lJ.r) 
,. 
"' 
. 152.8 .. ~!\. 7 
·315.8 • 151.~ 
II 
"' ' .. oo3 c:'l 0 ~ 
12 TUI 
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Table D-25. Correlation coefficient matrices. 
H VI./ 11 .. o ~· ,.- I" V f'l J 1.1 :'2 ... 7:1 
' 
CGffF 
I Tf r' P 
.. 
' 
uu 
·" 
-1-1,4 .. 
l TS~ - ta. ·, 
·" 
... :;,e,e • 3&.2 
·" 
' 
OFP •5,1 - ~l'\ . 7 .. 
3'1'1 , 15 12 ,2 
·" 
.. 
' 
TFP H> , 4 • 44 ,5 19 , 3 
·'' ~8.2 62.5 a.~ •1\111,3 .. 
• TUP ~1.4 •32 , 6 u.s 8" ,4 .. 72, 0 13 , 1 3 ?.,0 • 97 ,9 1 4. ~ 
. r. 
7 PH 4 5,4 72 . 9 41 , 2 - J!i,!i - 7~ . "' 
3:0.,!\ 92 , 3 •4,1 19 ,4! 6 1,3 
• ARO 5?. , 2 .. 22 . 2 79,!1 • 43,0 4!!,7 36,15 3!il, 2 5 1.2 
• CAL '·' 
7 1,2 29,8 
-27, ti 33,2 •18,2 
,. 
"" ' 
41 ,5 12.2 
J;,,] 47,5 
11 
'" 
.. o2,1 
11 , e 
12 TUJ 
Appendix E 
Chemical, Physical, and Biological Par ameters of the Little Bear 
River , March 31, 1974 through March 24 , 1975 
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Table E-1. Chemical , phys ical , and biological parameters of the Little Bear Rive r, 
through Ma r ch 24, 1975. 
Wa ter Dissolved To tal Or tho Total Total 
""' Temp Oxygen 
SuspeOOed 
pH Filt. Filt. SOP Unfilt. Pa r ticu- Olloro. Pheophytin Hardness Calcium Mo-Da-Yr oc mg/1 Solids Phos. Phos . Phos. late . mg/1 mg/1 
mg/1 \1&/1 ug/1 )Jg/1 p 11&1 1 
3-31- 74 6 . 0 11.8 71.3 a. 1 
" 
168 
" 
512 404 2.23 171 118 4-13-74 4.0 11.6 44 . 8 8.5 27 58 Jl 162 104 1.34 0. 7 197 142 4-27-74 6.0 12 . 0 92 . 3 8.7 25 122 97 253 131 1. 00 0.51 158 108 5-13-74 9.0 9.6 78.0 18 31 13 117 86 0.45 0. I) 161 129 5-25-74 11. 0 11. 6 35. 2 8 . 8 22 68 45 203 m 1.34 0 180 135 6- 11 - 74 11. 0 9.8 26 . 3 8.6 34 47 13 90 43 2.29 1.9 214 147 6-22- 74 13 . 0 8 .4 12.4 63 77 14 104 27 1.20 0 271 183 7-7 - 74 15. 5 9.8 89.0 8. 7 27 35 8 50 15 2 . 94 0 292 186 7- 20...74 16.0 7 . 9 22.5 84 118 34 153 35 ).11 0.8 284 190 8-12 - 74 14 . 0 8.4 52.3 88 590 2.18 2 . 10 344 212 8-27-74 14 . 2 8.5 121. 2 a·. J 42 92 50 1.60 1.4 308 202 9-9 - 74 15 . 0 8.9 8.6 796 3.1 2 . 2 302 198 9-18-74 12 . 1 8 . 3 252 .0 8.4 70 45 301 256 3.00 0.3 300 203 10-3-74 ll.O 8.2 48.2 8.t, 70 38 77 39 292 188 10-17-74 8 . 0 8 . 7 18 . 7 8.9 83 63 107 44 264 162 10-31 - 74 1. 5 8.5 11.3 7.7 42 6 1 19 0. 70 0.6 236 153 11-14-74 9 .4 7.7 43 67 24 6 . 70 2 .5 182 156 12-3-74 2.0 11. 2 7 . 3 7.8 37 34 47 13 3.30 0.5 251 162 12- 13-74 15 50 260 169 12-31-74 2.0 11.0 22.2 8.3 47 30 52 22 2.50 0.9 269 157 1-18-75 1.4 12 . 1 7.8 8.3 63 38 62 24 253 155 2-1-75 1. 4 ll.8 ll.6 8.4 51 50 51 1 2. 10 0 251 2-15- 75 1. 5 11. 10 10.4 64 34 50 16 2 . 50 0 . 7 266 162 3- 1 -75 15 . 1 8.3 60 38 55 17 3 . 60 0 261 160 3-24 - 75 5.6 24 . 8 8.3 46 31 61 30 0 . 60 0 . 5 230 159 
March 31, 
Total Total 
Fil t. Unfilt. 
I ron Iron 
ug/1 ug/1 
300 374 
35 60 
83 
92 
82 
66 71 
73 78 
41 61 
72 77 
67 104 
144 224 
139 255 
50 148 
57 72 
71 160 
30 60 
45 50 
49 63 
47 55 
39 51 
65 62 
63 61 
48 56 
49 114 
76 126 
1974 
Flow 
m
3/sec 
.5 . 41 
8 . 50 
8.50 
12.52 
12 . 52 
3 . 29 
3.29 
1.55 
1.55 
1.39 
1.39 
1.37 
1.37 
0 . 24 
0 .24 
0 . 24 
0 . 23 
0.20 
0 . 20 
0.20 
0 . 20 
0.20 
0.20 
0 . 41 
0 .41 
-0 
'-". 
